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The Liberty Boys As Scouts
Or,

SKIRMISHING AROUND VALLEY FORGE
By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER I.-A Fight in the Snow.
The American army was in winter quarters
in Valley Forge. The weather was severe to begin with, and the troops were rendered stilf more
uncomfortable by the lack of proper clcthing
and of insufficient food. Many were without
sho~s, and thr.!'e who had blankets often gave
them up to those who were barefoot. Aqded to
all these discomforts, there was also the danger
of being attacked by the enemy, parties of whom
now and then approached Valley Forge, frequent skirmishes occurring. Besides the redcoats
and Hessians, there were maraud~ng Tories, who
every now and then made their appearance like
wolves around a besieged town, robbing where
there was notl)ing to spare, and rendering every
one desperate.
The British still occupied Philadelphia, and
parties went out now and then on foraging expeditions, although there was little to be had, and
between these and the marauding Tories the patriots had a hard time of it. It was approaching
evening on a dreary winter afternoon when a
party of three or four boys in patched and faded
Continental uniforms, left a little collection of
huts which served as a camp, and set off through
the woods.
These were some of the Liberty Boys, a brave
band of one hundr~d patriot lads fighting for independence, and devoting themselves heart and
soul to the cause. One was the captain, Dick
Slater, a Westchester, New York, boy; another
was Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant, and
the others were two privates, Ben Spurlock and
Sam ·sanderson. The boys' uniforms showed
wear, but their faces showed health and a determination to fight out the battle in which they had
engaged whatever might betide.
"Come, boys," said Dick, "we may be able to
find something and, at all events, drive off these
marauding scoundrels if, as they say, they are
about."
"It is a shame that they cannot let the old
man alone," sputtered Mark Morrison, wh-o
t hrashed his b ody with h is arms to make up for
the loss of sufficien t underclothing.
"Yes, · but some fellows would rob a dying
man," mutter ed Ben.
T here was an ol d man living hard by, who,
repor t said, h ad been robbed by Tories, and Dick
w as now on his way to his house, a s well a s t o
obtain pr ovisions. A s the boys were proceeding

through the wood, Dick heard the sound of a
voice and halted, holding up his hand. The boys
stopped abruptly, and then Dick advanced cautiously, backoning to the others to follow.
The sound of the voice grew louder, and Dick
suddenly halted on the edge of a little opening
and rever ently removed his hat. There on his
knees in the i:;now, with his head uncovered, kneeled the commander-in-ch ief, George Washington,
pouring out supplications to the Almighty, praying for the success of the army and for relief to
the suffering men who remained to him and to
their principles despite hardships and privations.
Dick and the boys stole away, hats in hand1 leaving the general to his prayers.
"Can one wonder why we won't give up the
fight, no matter how badly we fare?" said Mark,
in a low, tense tone, when they were out of hearing, "when Washington himself prays . for us?"
"We never will give it up, Mark," said Ben
and Sam.
"Here we are, boys, illy clothed, poorly fed,
livin g in huts, and all around us men perishing
from hunger and cold, yet willing to die for
their country. Will you tell me that our cause
is net a just one, when men and bo ys will bear
all this for its sake?"
"No one will, Mark," said Dick gravely, "or
none of us, at any rate."
"Nor any one who has a sense of justice," animatedly. "Does H we, does Cornwallis, do any
of the redcoats pray in th,e snow for the relief
of their people's sufferings?"
"No, they don't," said Ben. "They must have
their balls and touts, their theaters and operas,
their tennis courts and bowling alleys, and all
their other amusements."
"If their cause were just they would not want
these, but they must have them to quiet the
voice of their consciences," added Mark.
Reaching the road , where the travel was only
a little better than in the woods, Dick said:
"Go on, Ben and Sam, and see what you can
find. Mark and I will go to the old man's
house."
Ben and Sam set out along the road in one
direction, while Dick and Mark took t h e oth er,
crossin g the road and taki ng to the woods again.
In a short time they met a man in a ·suit of
bucksk in and a coonskin hat, with a double-barreled shotgun slun g over his shoul der.
"Good day, Captain," said t he hunter.
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"Good day," said Dick. "Any game in the gathe1·ing, and the putting out of the lantern
seemed to make it grow very much darker.
woods ?"
"Keep your ·hands up!" cried Mark to the man
"Well, it's there, but it stays there, and won't
come into my bag. 'Pears like game is as scarce before him. "If you let them down, I'll put a
as everything else this winter. The rabbits take bullet in you."
The spy escaped into the woods before Dick .
to their holes quicker'n greased lightnin' when
the y see a gun, and the bears seem 'to be friz up, could get the old man's coat off his head.
"I'd like to have shot him," said the hunter
and as for pa'tridges an' goose an' sech, they're
a s scurse as honest men. I donno how folks is regretfully, "but I've only got one charge in my
goin' to live at all if this sort o' things keeps gun, and I want that for something for supper."
"Put on your coat, Mr. Brownlow," said Dick.
up."
"Yes, we, have many hards hips to endure," re- "What were these men going to do?"
"They wanted money, and when I told them I
' turn~d Dick, "but we must make up our minds to
had none, they made m'e take off my coat, althem."
"Well, I reckon we'll have to, Captain. I've though it is bitterly cold and I have no greatgot to shoot something very shortly or I won't coat."
"Do you know any reason for their waiting to
haYe any supper to-night, and I reckon if I
can't find a deer I'll have · to take up with a rob you?" '
"No;· for I am a poor old man, dependent upon
woodchuck."
"A fine fat woodchuck is better than nothing, my daughter and my grandchild for all I have."
"They have robbed you before, have they not?"
by a good deal," Dick replied. "Or a good fat
"Some one has; they have taken turkeys and
rabbit. You won't starve with either."
chickens and a pig. They say that you boys have
"No, I reckon I won't, but I haven't got either done
it, and call you young rebels, but I know
yet, and that's the thing that's botherin' of me."
you
would
not do it."
They were going along together through the
"No, we would not. The person s who have
wood when Dick suddenly stopped short.
said this are Torjes, and are probably the rob"Listen!" he said, bending his head.
bers themselv6s."
Mark am! the hunter stopped and listened. In
"What shall I do with this fellow, Dick?" asked
a moment they heard a shout, and then
lo;Q,d Mark. "It is getting dark, and he is growing
call for help.
uneasy."
"Forward!" cried Dick. "The old man may be
"Bring him here, Mark," said Dick. "I will
in some danger."
light the lantern and we will have a look at
Dick ~nd Mark dashed ahearl at a good speed, him."
"I know him, Dick. He is Rufe Hodge, fl rasbut 'the hunter came on more slowly.
cally Toi:.y, living on the other side of Valley
"I'll cat<'h up," he shouted.
Coming in t o a little opening in the woods, they Forge. They say he has a lot of mortgages on
found an oTd man without a coat and shivering, property about here, and that his methods of
two rough-looking men standing before him. On dealing with the men who get into his clutches
the ground lay a lantern evidently dropped by are not strictly honest."
"Excu se me, but I think I smell game a-comthe old man, his hat lying half buried in the snow
near it. One of the men helct the old man's coat, inP"," said the hunter at that moment, and in another he \.Yas gone.
the poor victim shivering with the cold.
Mark marched his pri soner over to Dick, who
"That's Monks, the Tory spy!" cried Dick.
"And that's Ruge Hodge, another Tory, with by that tim e had the lantern burning again, and
him!" said Mai:k. "He may be a spy, too, for held it to the man's fa ce.
"Why do you torment this poor man?" . he
all we know."
Dick knew Monks, for the man had barely es- asked.
"I was not tormenting him; h·e owes me money,
caped with his life from the c~mp of the Liberty
and I was merely telling. him that he ought to
Boys only a few days before.
pay it. I did not make him take off his coat.
"There they are!" Dick exclaimed.
That was the other man.
The boy.s dashed ahead, having no fear of the threatened to shoot me ifI do not know him. He
I said anything."
men . Dick doubled up his fists and gave the spy
"Is that so, Mr. Brewster?" Dick asked.
a smash in the face.
"The man said so, but I don't believe he meant
"Drop that old man's coat!" he exclaimed an- it. I have papers in the case which
Rufe Hodge
grily.
would like to get."
Meantime Mark was holding up the other man
"What are they?"
with a pistol. The hunter now rushed to Dick's
"Receipts for money paid in the mortgage of
aid. The spy. as Dick had called him, staggered my daughter's little home,
paid by her."
backward under Dick's blow, his hat falling off
"She ha;; not paid any money in two years,"
into the snow.
•
snapped the other, "and I have not foreclosed,
"Settle him, Captain!" shouted the hunter, "an' bec..ause I am tender-hearted, and--"
if you can't, I'll help you! He's a thunderin'
At that moment there was the sound of some
skunk, that fellow is, and the other ain't much heavyllbody rushing through the woods, and then
better."
the sound of a shotgµn going off. Mark and
The man called Monks, who had the old man's Dick had just time to get out of the way to precoat in his hands, gave the garment a sudden vent being knocked down by the rushing 'body
fling and tosi<ed it over Dick's head, overturning of some great 'animal , which in another moment
the lantern at the same time , and then dashing fell at their feet. Then the hunter came up ,
off into theJ woods. The shadows were already . crying:
•• ,·
'
•••
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"Ghe him another if Jie needs it, Captain.
Thaj; was my last sfiot."
"B:e is dead," said Dick, holding up his lantern.
"You were very fortunate."
"Well I :Feckgn I was, !:tut wnat have you done
with th~t sktink of a Tory, Rufe Hodge?"
"He's gone," said Mark. "Your bear made as
jump aside in a hurry, and the m~,n g0t a~y."
"You say y~m have the papers? asked Dick of
the old man.
"Yes, in my pocket. My daughte1· thoaght I'd
better · keep 'em."
"Then see that you do, for this villain Hodge
wants them, and the other was his accomplice,
for all that they djd m>t seem to know each
other"
"I ~vill try; but I am an old mam, and--"
"Then give them to me."
The old man put hi s hand in his :pocket and
uttered a sudden cry of alarm.
"They are gone!" he said.

CHAPTER IL-Vi sitors at the Camp.
"Gone!" echoed Dick Mark and the hunter.
"Yes, they are gone.' I had them ill the inside
pocket of my coat, where I always carry them,
and now they are gone."
"They may have fallen ont of the pocket when
the spy threw the coat over my head," sai'd Dick.
"We must have· a look for them."
He then held the lantern close to the ground
and looked all about where he had been standing,
bnt couM see nothiug of any pa;iers.
"Were there many Qf them?" he· asked the old
man.
"Yes, the:re was quite a bundle of them. You
woul'd see them if they had fallen, and theY"
would make quite a hole in the snow."
Dick and Mark looked all about, and in the
dh·ection taken by the escaping S]ly, !rot saw
nothing of the papers themselves Qr any sign
tu show that they had fa11en i:n the snow.
"I am afraid that Monks has stolen them," said
Dick, "and that he and Rufe Hodge mean to
share the proceeds. You have no other papers
to show that you have pai.d thi s money?"
"My daughter has memoraJlda, giving the
dates and the sums paid." •
"These may be of some u se, but I am sorry
the papers are missing. I believe that they have
been stolen, and that these two scoundrels are
, accomplices. We shal1 )'lave tg iotlow the matter

up."

.

"You better take home as mach o' this bear
meat as yon can carry, otd m.an," said the hvnter "and you, too, Captain. I've got more'n
en'ough to sup,ply me, and if I leave it here t_he
wolves and foxes will get it. I can log qlillte
some of it, but not a1J."
The hunter had skimied the bear, and ha,d cut
off as much as the old man could carry, also cutting off a gene:rnus portion for Dick and Mark
to carry between them.
·''I'm powe:r:iul strong," he said, "but I can't
l~ au this bear meat, and if you . want to have
it you better take it now, 'cause it WQn't :be here
by morning if you qon't."
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Ben and Sam came un at this time, and repm1ted having knocked ovel' a · couple of wild
turkeys, which they had over their sboulclerS'.
·~Have you no · more powder and shot?" asked
Dick of the hunter.
"Not a smudge."
.
"Then we'11 let ~ou have s'o me, and will gladly
take some of the bear meat, for we do not often
get- such a luxur-y nowadays."
At this moment there was. a call from the
road, and a woman's vooc~ was bea:rd saying:
"Father, is that you? Wher e have you been?
I have been expecting you for a long time."
Then a woman crune up, and Dick handed her
th e lantern, saying:
Hy onr :father was waylaid by a couple of vi llainous Tories, but fortunately we came up in
time to drive them off. "
"l am greatty obliged for your assistance; but
come, father, we mus t be at home soon or Bess
wrn be wondering what has kept us."
The woman and the old man, the latter ca:rrying his portion of bear meat, now went off with
the lantern, and the hunter took all that he was
able to carry, the boys taking the rest.
"My name's Zeke Sawl:ins," s,aid the hunter,
"an' I live over yonder 'mong the hills. I ain 't
got no more use for skunks 'n I h;ive for Torie~.
Rufe Hodge i s a old rascal, an' t other feller is
just as bad, I rE!ckon, only I don't know mueh
about him. Rufe .had a mortgage on a bit of a
house I own, an' he threatened to foreclo se, sayin'
I hadn't paid him when I had, but I just up an'
give him two minutes to 'Jow he had made a mistake or get fult o' ?ead, and he reckoned .he I1ad',
and I was neve:r troubJed after."
"YOU had paid ? "
"Certain I had paid, but he reckoned I'd thrown
away the papers or somethi_ng; but I hadn't.
WelI 1 reckon I better be gom'. If you should
need' any help in downin' that thunderin' skunk,
Rufe Hodge, you send for me."
"Thank you we wiH," and then as it was
quite dark and there were wild creatures i'n the
woods near as they were to Valley Forge and
the ~mp, the boys concluded that it was time
that they were on their way. They reached the
camp in due time. After supper Dick and hi s ~"";o
lieutenants sat together in the young capt~m s
hut in front of a big fire and discussed var1011s
matters.
"The presence o:f the spy means trouble for us,
I fear " declared the boy captain.
"Th~ enemy are trying t<? _harass u s .all the;'
can, and these spies are g1vmg them mformation," said Bob Estabrook.
"Bot this particular one is more than a spy,"
declared Mark. "He and Hodge have some plot
against the old man's daughter, to rob her o.f
her little property. We must get those papers,
Dick."
"We will go there to-morrow," said Dick, "and
see what we can do. I think that if we put on
a bold front we can accomplish something."
The boys remained talking for some time Iongel', and then Dick went the rounds to se~ t~at
the · young patriots were comfortable, reli.evmg
the pickets Qn post who were cold or fatigued,
and giving encouraging words to all, some need-
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ing them more than others. The presence of
Monks, the spy, meant that there were enemies
about, and the boys on guard kept a strict watch
and investigated every suspicious sound, signalling to each other ·by certain natural sounds,
each one of which meant something.
Harry Thurber, on the outer edge of the camp
1
near a thick wood, heard
an owl hoot, and knew
that It was a signal from Harry Judson, his
chum, telling of the presence of · an enemy. He
at once repeated the signal, and Frank Belden,
the nearest picket on the other side, passed it
along, so that one boy after another rapidly became aware that there were enemies about. Harry Thurber, listening attentively, shortly heard
some one say:
"I hear a lot of owls, but I don 't hear none o'
t.he young rebels. This must be their camp,
·cause I see the fires."
"How many of them are there?" asked an.Jther.
"I donno; a hundred, I guess. We want to
catch the captain. Th~ rest don't amount to
nothing, but if we can get him, we'll get a reward."
"Where is his hut?"
"I donno; in the middle somewhere, I suppose,
but Monks didn't say."
"Suppose we go in and ask for shelter and find
out. They won't suspect nothing."
"If j ou once get in you won't get out till you
tell us all you know about this villain," thought
Harry.
·
•
Then he gave the fire near him a stir so that
he would be seen and the men would come forward. If they could induce the men to enter
the camp, they could be detained as spie s and
m ade to tell all they knew of the plot to capture Dick. The men gave a s tart at seeing
Harry so close to them when they had thought
that there were no boys about, and one of them
said:
"Hello! Is this here the camp of the Liberty
Boys?"
"Yes," said Harry. "Won't you come in and
warm yourselves? It is cold qut there in the
woods at night. You had better come in and
stand by the fire."
One of the men seemed anxious to do so , but
the other drew back, as if afraid. In a moment,
however, three or four boys dashed out to the
right and to the left of the men. and in a trice
they found themselves surrounded. Then other
b.4>ys came up, and the men were pushed forward
toward the fire, being unable to help themsel ves.
Then Dick Slater himself appeared and said:
"So you were to capture me and get the reward, were j ou?
Who sent you?
Was it
Monks?"
The men seemed greatly astonished, and one
said:
"We donno nothin~ about any Monks; we come
by and see the fire and we thought we might come
in and get w~rm for a spell."
"Get the ropes, boys," said Dick quietly.
Then one of the men began to tremble violently, and said:
'
"Don't hang us, and we'll tell you all about it!"
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CHAPTER III.-Battling With Crafty Foes.
"Did Monks send you here?" asked Dick.
"Yes, he -<lid, and told us to find out where
your hut was so that. we could catch you."
"Monks is in the employ of the British?"
"Yes, the redcoats sent him out from Philadelphia-..to find out all he could about the rebels."
"Couldn't he find any cleverer fellows than
you to do his work?"
"What's the matter with us? Ain't we as
smart as a lot of boys ?"
"No, you are not, fo1· you came right up · in
front of the camp of the boys and talk about
your busi ness a s if there was no one within fifty
miles. You are about as stupid a pair of blockheads as I ever saw."
The boj s laughed, and the ' men looked decidedly sheepish.
"Where are the man 's quarters?" Dick asked .
" He 's living with Rufe Hodge just now."
"Beyond Valley Forge?"
"Yes; Rufe has got him to help on some sort
of bu siness he's trying to put through."
"What is it?"
_
"I don't know, but I reckon it's something
sneaky, 'cause Rufe is a sly sort o' feller, and
it's hard to get the better of him."
"Well, you fellows deserve a hanging, but it's
really too good for you, and I think that if we
give you a good thrashing to warm up your
blood, it will be the best thing on a cold night."
"You said you wouldn't do nothing to u s if
we told you what we knew about Monks,'' whined
one of the two.
"Oh, no, we didn't," with a )augh. "We didn't
say anything; we did not even say we would not
hang you. However, we won't do that, but you
see m to be cold, you tremble so, and I think you
ought to be warmed up before j ou go out into
the cold."
The men trembled from fear rather than from
cold, for they imagined all sorts of things, but
the boys held on to them while others cut some
stout birch and hickory switches and trimmed
them before the men's very eyes.
"This is to teach you to k eep better company,
and to keep away from our camp, and not try
to spy upon us," said Dick. "It would be an
in su lt to a decent spy to hang such clumsy fel- •
lows as you, and S"o we are going to try and
make you smart."
The two men clid not see the hidden fun in
Dick's remark, but whined and begged and tried
to get away. Then half a dozen of the boys, 1
armed with stout switches, drove th e rascals out
of the ca,mp, but not until the y had made them
smart in a most lively fashion with the switches.
The men los t no time in getting away, and it
was safe to perdict that the y would give the camp
a wide berth after that.
· The boys kept a careful watch, however, having learned to be vigilant at all times, tvhether
they expected an enemy or not. There was no
alarm during the night, however, and in the
morning the young captain took Bob and a number of the boys and set off on horseback to find
Rufe Hodge and, if possible, Monks as well.- Dick ·
rode a magnificent coal black horse of pure Ara-
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bian blood, that he had captured from th e. enemy,
and whom he called Major, Bob riding a fine
bay, Ben Spurlock a roan, and the two Harrys a
pair of well-matched sorrels.
All the Liberty Boys were well mounted, but
some were exceptionally so, and all were good
horsemen. There were seven or eig ht in the
party, Dick considering that enough, as they did
not expect to encounter any of the enemy so
clo13e to their own camp. The "roads were heavy ·
from recently fallen snow, but th ey mig ht have
been worse, and the bo ys made no complaint,
but pushed on a s rapidly a s the y could. On the
way they passed a n eat cottage by· the roadside, ·
at some little di stance from wher e they had
met Monks, and here ' a pleasan t-faced youn g
lady ran out, a bright sha wl thrown over her
head, and said:
"Let m e thank you, Captain, for wh at you and
the Liberty Boys did for grandfather last evening. "
"Don't forget Zeke Sawkins," said Dick. "He
did a s much .as we did."
"At any rate, he provided us with a fine supper and several m eal s besides," laug hed the g irl ,
"and I do thank him , for he is a good-hearted
man and would do anythin g fo r us. "
"T ell your mo ther to be careful of her memoranda," said Dick, "but we are going to get the
original r eceipts if possible."
The boys then rode on. Mark had given Dick
directions how to find Hodge's hom e, and the
young captain had no troubl e in get t ing there.
As the boys rode up they saw the man at one
of the windows, but for a moment onl y, a s he
disappeared as soon as he saw the boys. Dick
dismounteC. and strode up to th e house, giving a
tremendous rap with the brass knocker on the
door. The door w~s thrown open and Hodge ap·
peared, saying angTily:
"Well, I s aw you, you impudent rebel! What
do you want to bang at the door like that for?"
"To Jet you know I am here," said Dick. "You
were running away, and I wanted you to know
that I would get in very quickly if you did not
open soon. Where are the receipts that were in
the pocket of the old man's ceat?"
"There they are!" snapped Hodge, throwing a
bundle of papers into the road and attempting to
"
shut the dnor in Dick's face.
D;ck ~e ized it, however, and said to one of
the bo vs:
"Pick up the papers, Sam, and hand them to
Bob to look over and see if th e y ar e correct."
Sam jumped clown, picked up the bundle, du sted the snow from them and handed th em to Bob.
Bob look ed them all ove"r carefully, found that
_
none was mi ssing, and said:
"They are all her e, Dick. The p ay ments have
been m a <1e at r egula r periods, and th e last was
m ade .within a few week s."
"Very g ood," said Dick. " Now, Mr. Hodge,"
to t he Tory, "if we find you pla ying a n y of ) ou r
old trick s in th is affair or havin g a nythi ng t o do
wi t h Monks, who is a spy of th e enemy, yo u will
get into trouble from whi ch you will not find it
easy t o extricate yourself."
Then Di ck left th e door, which was closed with
a ba ng before he wa s in th e saddl e. The y rode
on some little di stance till they came to a tavern of rather doubtful reputation at the side of
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the road. A s they came in sight of the place
.
Dick said suddenly:
"Advance cautiou sly but rapidly, boys. I saw
Monks at a window."
The boys kept as close to the side of the road
as they could, but the naked branches of the
trt'\ es did not hide them as well a s they could do
in wmmer, wh en they were covered with lElaves,
and there was danger of being· discovered a t any
moment. They \\tent on quite rapidly, however,
Dick and Ilob leading, and were within a few
ro,ds of th e house wh en they s aw a man come
hurriedl y out and dash around the side to the
r ear.
"After the scoundrel, boys!" cried Dick. "That
is the spy!"
"Follow on, boys!" Dick shouted. "We'll catch
the villain yet. "
The boys with Dick followed on at full speed,
and in a moment Bob and the rest came dashing
around the side of the tavern at full speed, saw
Dick and the others in hot chase of the spy, and
at once followed. The spy turned, saw Dick
following and likely to overtake him in a sho.rt
time, and ai1;ned a pistol at him, firing hastily.
Crack-crack! The spy fired, and so did Dick,
seeing th e fla sh of the man's pistol, A bullet
whistled hig h above Dick's head, the young patriot lying al ong Major's neck1a s he fired. His
own shot was better, as it carr ied off the spy's
hat , causing him to urge his horse forward at
increased speed, and not to lose any time in trying to hit Dick.
It was heavy tra veling in the lane, a s the
snow was deep and not much trodden, and the
snowb a lls fle w from the heels of the spy's horse
as h e tore on. Dick could not make as ~ood
time a s he would have clone had the road been·
better, but he was gaining on the spy for all
that, and the man r ealized it, for he urged his
horse still fa ster, although he was going at a
dangerous pace then. The spy dashed out of
the lane into another road, but Dick was close
behind him and expected soon to come up with ·
him. Then a s he came out into the road he suddenly beheld a score or more of redcoats gallop·•
ing toward him.
CHAPTER IV.-Dick in Perilous Straits.
Di ck Slater knew that the chance$ of escape
wer e as one hundred to one against him, but h ~
res olved that the boy s with him should not be
caugh t. Ri sing in his saqdle as he reined quickly
in, he turned and shouted a s loud as he could:
"Redcoats , boys, look out!"
He could not st op or wheel on th e instant, a s
he might h ave don e on a better road, and the
r edcoat s closed in upon hi m before he cou ld ge t
away, one of th em pu t ting a .pi st ol to hi s head
a nd sna rl ing :
" Stop , you r agged young r ebel, or I'll blow
your brain s ou t !"
Dick struck the pistol from t he Briton's hand
a nd said:
"I ma y be r a gged, but if m y manners were as
much in n eed of r epair a s yours, the y would be in
s hreds."
He r eined in Ma ior. for he saw plainly that he
could not escape.
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"Look out, Bob; be careful, boys!" he cried in
shrill tones. "Redcoats, and a lot of them!•
"Keep still, you vagabond rel>el!" hissed the
officer whose pistol the y:oun:; patriot had sent
flying. "After the rebels, my men; they must not
·
escape!"
The boys had hear.d Dick's warning cry, however, and had stopped, sendlng back warn' g to
those behind. It was not easy to wheel in the
lane, narrow ·and clq1g.g ed with snow as it was,
and the same difficulties stood in the way of the
redcoats giving chase to the boys. Several of
them attempted it, not knowing the condition of
tb:e lane, and simply got in each other's way, and
gave the boys more time to escape. Bob and
two er three of the boys fii-ed at the redcoats,
seeing that they could do so without danger to
Dick. and thus increased the confusfon at the
head . of the lane.
"Never mind the y-0ung villains, we h.ave their
i·a~ged captain, the prince of shreds ' and patches,
and. we can let the other rag·muffins go for the
present."
The redcoats moved away from the lane towai'<i a wayside tavern not far away, and .here
Jlick was taken, Major being well -cared for and
put under shelter with other horses. The British officer and half a dozen of his men went into
the taproom, wliern a cheery fire was burning,
and took seats, Dick being placed am-0ng them.
"Now, yQu ragged young l'ebel, what has your
scarecrow worship got t o say for your self'?"
"That if you are a part of 'the flow.er of the
army,' as y-OU often boa-st you are," replied Dick
quietly, "the flower is sadly witJhered as well as
gone to seed."
"Why, you young ragamuffin, I'll have you
know that there are no better soldiers anywhere
than we are."
"And my idea is that you a11e nothing but a lot
of raffianly braggards, and that if I ha<l had an
equal number of my boys with me, you'd have
run like sheep."
"I want some information concerning your
rebel army and your Mr. Washington, and perhaps you will give it to me if yQU can purchase
your release thereby."
"You ha ve a very poor opinion of me, I see,
for this is another insult," returned Dick.
"Perha if you want m-0re than your r.elease-a
' sum of money, maybe?" the Briton continued .
"There is not money enough in the world t-0
make me sell any such infor,mation, and there ) s
no Mr. Washington in our army. He is a genera!, and you know it. Would any of your generals go upon his knees in the snow and pray
for the success of your arms? No! They all
know that they are fightin P." in an unjust cause,
and they would not dare do it!"
The sergeant and the privates looked serious,
and the officer ceased to insult Dick.
"Well, at any rate, see that the young rebel
does not escape," he said to the sergeant, "for if
he does I shall hold you accountable."
Dick was left with the sergeant and men, the
lieutenant taking a seat in another part of the
room. Monks shortly came over to where Dick
sat and said, with a laugh and a leer:
"Well, you ragged rebel, you are in fine company now, aren't you?"
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"I have no pai-ticular objection to it, except
your part of it," the boy replied. "I dld not seek
your company, Monks, and 1I .can do without it,
so take yourself away till I send for you."
Monks scowled, hut the sergeant said in a most
.emphatic tone and mann.er, as he half arose:
"The young gentleman can do without your
.c ompany, my ma.n, and so .can we. A nad's as
good as a wink tp a blind horse, so take an ho:nest sergeant's advice, and get .out!"
"You' re in fine company, sitting with rebels~"
sneered the spy., :but be took himself off, -e vident. ly thinking that it was the safest course.
At that moment Zeke .Sawkins, the hunter
came into the place an.d sat down not far fro~
Dick. He did not say anything, but Dick knew
that he could depend upon the ma.a if an opportunity .occiA-red.
"Hunting goad?" asked the sergeant.
"Oh, yes," carelessly, "the hunting is pdme
all you want, in fact. You can hunt all day
without finding nothing. I've go.t no fault to find
I
with the hunting, hut you don't get much.
reckon you redcoats have drove away all the
game. Why, here t'other night a bear come into
town, most, 'cause you redcoats w@uldn't Jet him
alone."
"You invited him in, i suppose?" with a laug'h.
"Oh, yes, we invited him in, int@ our stomachs !
Huh! That's one way, ain't it?"
"The proper way, I should say, if you were
hungry."
"And then the11e were wolves about and we
haven't seen wolves s@ near in years. Good com.p'ny, that is, wolves and redcoats !" with a snort.
"You don't comIOare us together, do you. hunter?" asked the sergeant, in a tone of protest.
"Well, no, I don' t. I'd little rather have the
wolves, 'cause we can get something for their
pelts and scalp s, but nobody pays nothing for
redcoats!" dryly.
"H'm! You've little opinion of us, I see! You
are what the y call a rebel, aren't you?"
"Them a s don't know any better does. Same
w_illh you. Simple-minded folks calls you sold1ers, but folks what knows, calls you nothin'
but---"
"But what?°" asked the sergeant, half smiling.
"Well, you might not th ink it was complimentary, and it ain't, but it's the truth. You're nothin' but murderin' interlopers, and you got no
more business here than bears an' wolves in
town , an' mebby you'll get served the same way."
'"If y1lu think that, why don't you put on a
uniform, shoulder a gun, and fight? Talk is
cheap."
"My gun 'talks, on occasions, and it ain't cheap
talk, nuther," dryly. "It ain't necessarf.'. to wear
a uniform, though · I reckon I wouldn t look so
bad. I can do good work for my country as I
am. That's one of our soldiers with you. Are
you a prisoner?"
"Well, well, that's a good one!" roared the
sergeant. "No, I am ·not his prisoner; he's mine!"
"I want to know!"
"Well, you do k-now now."
The hunter made no rep1y, but presently gave
a shor t nod in the direction of the window, which
Dick readily understood. Monks was over in a
corner by the fire, where he could not see out of
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the window, but Zeke looked out from time to
time and once appeared to be listening. Then
Dick listened himself and heard the shrill cry of
an eagle, these birds having been seen of late in
some numbers.
·The sercreant was busy over his pipe and his
pot, the l~utenant was reading a belated newspaper, and Monks was half asleep. Suddenly
there was a clatter of hhoofs outside, and then a
cheer. D"ick sprang to his feet, and in a moment
Zeke was at his side and put· a pi stol in his hand.
There was instant confusion, and the redcoats
sprang to their feet.
"Stay where you are, lieutenant," said Dick.
"Some of my friends are coming. Did you think
they would not?"
"Rebels, and a lot of them!" cried Monks, now
looking out and making for the door.
"Go out, if you like, Monks," said Dick. "They
will probably shoot you; but that is better than
being hanged!"
Dick and Zeke had their weapon s leveled at
the lieutenant and the latter was afraid to move.
Then Dick w~ved his hand to Bob outside, and
all the Liberty Boys gave a cheer and charged
the redcoats.
CHAPTER V.-A Clever Ruse.
Bob E stabrook had lost no time after he and
the other bovs had escaped from the redcoats.
He had at once despatched two of the boys on
the fastest mounts that there were at hand to
bring up the rest of the Liberty Boys. Meantime
he kept a watch on the inn and on the redcoats
around it. The enemy thought that the boys had
fled, and did not go up the lane. Bob took good
care not to let himself or any of the boys be
seen, for everything depended upon the redcoats
thinking that the boys had gone. At last the
boys came on in such numbers that Bob could no
longer keep thei r coming a secret.
The redcoats began to hear something suspicious and to !!"row restive. Bob gave a signal,
therefore, and rushed them forward. Dick had
already heard them, haying much sharper ears
than the redcoats. He went to the window, gave
Bob a signal, and then the Liberty Boys came
dashing up. The redcoats in the road lost no
time waiting for orders, but got away in haste.
Monks, the spy, got off by the back way, but haci
to leave his horse behind him. In a short time
the inn was surroundeci, and the gallant boys
were running in at every door and appearing at
all the windows. The lieutenant was greatly
surprised as well as chagrined at not having kept
a better watch upon the boys. He had taken too
much for granted, and now the very boys whom
he had despised and called ragamuffins had gotten the better of him. Bob came into the taproom with a score of the brave boys behind him,
many more being seen outside by the su rprised
Britons.
"This is Lieutenant Estabrook," i'aid Dick to
the British officer. "His uniform is as shabby
as mine, but he is a brave boy, and my best
·
friend."
"And you have brought up all these boys since
I captured your captain?" the redcoat asked.
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"I sent for them," .said Bob. "I have been ir.
sight of the inn all the time. I could not go
away while I knew Dick Slater was a prisoner."
It was not practicable to take the prisoners to
camp, when the boys had barely provisions
enough for themselves, and Dick said:
"We have taken you prisoners, lieutenant, but
we have no use for you, and if you wiJI give
your parole we will release you. I am afraid
you would ·be put on pretty short rations if we
took you with u s, so if you will go away at once
and not return, we will let you go."
"And if we do not promise to do this?" the
officer asked.
"Then you will have to suffer the same privations we do, for it is not to be supposed that we
\\"ill feed our prisoners any better than we do
ourselves."
see no way out of it," said the other, after
a few moments' deep thought. "I will do as you
wish."
"And I am greatly obliged to you for waiting
till the Liberty Boys could get here, lieutenant,"
said Bob, with a sly look.
"You did not get Monks, did you, Bob?" asked
Dick.
"No; he got away from us, but we had more
important things to think of just then, and we
let him go."
As the boys were leavi ng the tavern, Ben Spurlock came dashing up, and cried excitedlv:
"The redcoats that got away are comin°g back,
Captain, with more of the same sort, and I guess
we had better get out."
Dick, Bob and the rest hurried away, leaving
the prisoners to look after themselves and make
their escape. They had not reall y given thei r
paroles, although the lieutenant had said that
he saw no other way out, but Dick was in no
position to press the matter now. The redcoats
could be seen coming-, and the boys all went riding up the lane where the enemy ' would scarcely
follow. The~' all g·ot away safely, and Dick drew
up the boys on a bit of rising ground well up the
lane and looked over the ground. He could see
the tavern and the river beyond, and the redcoats on the road, but saw no move on their part
wbich would indicate that they were going to
advance.
"I rather imag·ine that thev are a little afraid
of coming on," he said to Bob . "The y know now
that the alarm has been spread, and they don 't
want to fall into any trap."
"The ragamuffins are better fighters than they
imagine," laughed Bob. "We don 't look smart,
but we can fight."
The boys remained in the lane watching the
enemy. who kept about the inn an<i sl1ov·ed no
. ~ign of advancing. Shortly the Libert y Boys
started for their camp.

el

CHAPTER VI.-An Extraordinary Find.
Reaching the camp, the boys began to make
themselves as comfortable as possible, for it ·was
now beginning to ~now and the wind drove in
gusts, sending· the snow whirling in all directions, and making it difficult to keep the fires
going. Patsy and Carl now set out to find some
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dry wood for the fire. There was some one "Leastwise things was missed from various
coming along through the woods a little to one smokehouses and henroosts and sheep pens, and
side, and Patsy had a notion that they were ene- nobody couldn't tell just who took 'em."
mies by a word or two he caught. He and Carl
"Do you know of a cabin in the woods, built
hid themselves, and two or three men came on under a hill like, as I have described?"
and halted not far distant.
"Yes , I know .just such a place. It's called the
"I wouldn't give any o' the stuff to the rebels, old Haddon place. T hey reckon it's haunted, and
not if it s piled, not a bit, Rufe," said one.
no one goes near it."
"You'd make 'em pay for it, o' course, Si. I
"In bad repair, is it?"
didn't 's pect you'd let 'em have it."
"Yes; there 's a hole in the roof, and the doors
"No, I won't. I'll sell it to the redcoats if is all fallen d,own. Si Wooten kind o' patched it"
they come he re, ~ut not to no re.bets."
up. He had some sort o' claim onto it, but I
"The rebe ls mi g ht know how you robbed other dunno jus t what, but an yhow he couldn't get no
f ellows to g et it," said a third man.
/one to hire it and they do say he never dared to
"Tell ye I didn't rob nobody!" with a snarl. "I live there hisse lf."
took t he s tuff in settlement o' what they owed
The hunte r took hi s leave, while Dick prepared
to visit the strange s torehouse in the woods with
me.''
"When they wasn't lookin', you an' your gang the view of rem oving the precious things it cono' thi eves," muttered Rufe Hodge.
tained and scoring another point ag-~ in s t the
•
"We ain't no bigger thieves than you be, Rufe, redcoats and Tories.
with yer foreclosures an' s tealin' papers an' gettin' money twice over!" sputtered the man, "an'
nobod y kin prove it an yhow, and when the redCHAPrER VIL-Removing the Stores.
coat.s come I'll sell the stuff at a profit."
" [ never robbed henroosts and smoke houses,
It was well after dark when Dick and a larg"e
an J su~ h ," sn arled Rufe.
"Nei t her dirl I," with a growl. "The things party of the Liberty Boys set out for the hidden
storehouse of the Tory robbers. It was snowing
was took to pay debts."
"Gr udges you owed the rebels, you mean," hard by this time, but the boys had torche s, and
laug hed the third man, "but it's all right. The Dick thou g ht he could find the way from Patsy's
redcoa t s take from the rebels, and if they want des cription, and from what the hunter had told
t he things in the storehouse yonder, they've got him. Besides Dick th ere were Bob, Mark, Ben,
Sam, the two Harrys,
Freeman, and a score
to pay for 'em, hey, Si?"
more, all sturdy fellows ready to meet any foe
"Yes, and your pap don't have to call me a and not afraid of hard work. They took along
thief . He hain't robbed you none, has he? Made lanterns, axes and other tools, ·bags to put the
you wo rk like ·a nigger and paid you no wages, s tuff in, ropes and other necessary things which
an' al l ye'll g et is a five-pound suit o' cloth es."
Dick ~hou .g-ht the y might need. Patsy and Carl
"I go t a right to all the bo y earns till he's were m the party, as they had found the place
out 'n his t ime! " snarled Rufe, "but I ain't say- and might be able to do it again, and at last they
ing nothing if I r,-et m y s ha re. Come on, it's get- found it.
tin g- da rk, and there'll be more snow directly."
Torches we re driven into the snow, and then
T he th r ee went on, and when the y were out of Dick sen t Bob with seven or eight of the boys to
hearing Pat sy said:
see if th ey could g-et in t o the cabin by the front,
"Sure it were a thieves' storehouse we found, and thus save t he trouble of going in by the
me bye , but it's all honest fell ys we are , and if roof. The snow was t oo deep there, however, and
we take it from th im and give it to thim that's so Dick deci ued to g o in 'at the top, and then
in nade, sure that's no sin."
perhaps work out by t he front through the snow.
The boys went on and r each ed the camp where Ropes were pu t around trees, and then Dick and
Patsy to ld Di ck of the find he had made and of a number of th e boys were lowered into the cabin,
taking lanterns wit h them.
the talk he had heard afterward.
"We mus t go and ~et the stores out," Dick
T wo or three m or e then followed, taking ax es
said. "The -g eneral will be very glad of them, and big shovels, the latter designed for clearing
fo r provisions are scarce, and if those have been away t he snow. Several sacks were thrown
stolen, it is no more than rig ht that honest men down, and then while Dick began to examine the
should have them now, since there can be no way stuff stored in the cabin, others began to cut
down the door and clear away the snow.
of telling to whom the y belong ed."
.
Just then Zeke Sawkins came into the camp
"It will take us some time to carry away all
this stuff," said Dick, "and so we will take the
and said:
"Th em pesky Tories are going to run off with best first."
The boys were then set to work getting out
Bess Brownlow. I overheard 'em talking about
it in t he woods. Hank Hodge wants to marry certain things, putting them into t he sack s, and
her and come out'n his time a nd work for his- then fastening the ropes to them as the boys
aboYe lowered th em. Meanwhile, Bob and his
self."
"H e may h ave to work in jail, if he goes to party were digging a way to the door, while
Mark and a party above hauled up t he sa cks a s
doing anything like that."
Dick then told Zeke what Patsy had told him, fast a s they were ready, and also kept a lookout
for stragglers .
and a!'ked, in conclusion:
Before long a line of bo) s was 1naking its way
"Did ~ ou ever hear of a gang of Tory thieves
up the path, each boy with a sack on his shoulin this neighborhood like that, Zeke?"
''Yes , I did, Captain," returned the hunter. der, when Sam Sanderson, on the edge of the
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wood, gave a signal that some one was coming.
In a moment all the torches were extinguished,
and everythin?: was dark around the old cabin.
"Gosh! thats funny!" some one was heard to
say. "Now I believe the place is haunted, after
all. I could have swore that I saw lights around
the cabin."
"I thought so, too," muttered Si Wooten. "Wonder what it was?"
"I dunno. Suppose we go and see."
"No, sir!" with decided emphasis. "First thing
we know we'll go over the bank. I ain't foolin'
around that place at night."
"You u sed to!" with a dry laugh.
"Well maybe I did butr---"
Sudd~nly an owl w~s heard t-0 hoot and then a
shriek, so wild and unearthly, rang through the
woods that the two men took to their heels, utFor ' some time
tering startled exclamations.
their footsteps could be heard, and then all. was
still again.
"That wasn't s uch a bad idea to remember that
the place was supposed to be haunted and let off
an eldritch scream like that, " laughed Bob.
"It certainly had the effect that we wished,"
!'aid Mark. "You could no t hire one of those men
to come within a hundred yards of this place
no,¥."
"We had better get to work agai~, boys," said
Dick. "We don't want to work all night, and we
must get back to camp so that we can come here
in the morning."
The boys filled all their sacks, therefore, and
then set off for the camp with their burdens, two
boys to some of the sacks. They had taken out
a large proportion of the goods stored in the
cabin, but there was still considerable to be taken away, and this they determine<l to do in the
morning. Jt was late when they got back, and
the storm was still raging with little prospect of
letting up before' morning, if then, even. The
hoys in camp were greatly astonished at seeing
the loads the others had brought, and were delighted to know that t.hey would be well supplied
with provisions for one while.
Earh· in the morning Dick went to the quarters
of the· commander-in-chief, taking a number of
bo ys with him, each bearing a well-filled sack.
Early as it was, the general saw Dick, being
greatly surprisect to hear of the robbers' storehouse and how Dick and the Liberty Boys had
visited it and taken away so much of the stores
hidden there.
"These things are very welcome, Captain Slater," said the general, "but it is no more than
right that the Liberty Boys should have their
share."
"We have some at the camp, your excellency,"
said Dick, "and there are still more at the hidden cabin, which we are going for this mornin·g."
"The Liberty Boys should not have all the
work, Captain Slater, and if you will guide the
men to the place, I will send a number to bring
away the rest of this plunder, which will prove
of inestimable 'Value to us at this particular
time."
"I will do so, your excellency, if you will send
the men to ou1· camp. We have used none of the
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supplies as yet, as I thought it best to inform
you of their being found. "
"Keep what you have at your camp, and I will
see that you get an ample share of the rest. The
Liberty Boys do too noble service to the cause,
~nd without pay, to be neglected,"
Dick and the boys then went back, and Patsy
was told to get breakfast, an order which he
obeyed with the greatest cheerfulness. After
breakfast a detachment of men 'from the main
camp came ove1, and Dick and some of the boys
set out with them to the cabin in the woods.
Reaching this, the men set to work, but had not
been long at it when Rufe Hodge and hi s son,
Si Wooden and two or three evil-looking men appeared.
"What are you doing here?" demanded Wooten
angrily. "This is my cabin, and those are my
•
own--"
"Arrest that man!" cried Dick. "He is the
leader of a band of Tory robbers who have committed many depredations in the region."
Si Wooten flu s hed with conscious guilt and
beat a hasty retreat.
"Fire!" shouted Dick.
At once a number of shots rang out, the boy s
with Dick obeying the order promptly. Si Wooten had a narrow escaoe, and the other Tories,
thinking that the ir turn was coming, fled in great
haste and in several directions.
"Your turn may come next, Rufe Hodge!"
called out Dick, "so be careful what mischief you
are up to."
The Tories lost no time in getting away, and
the work went on with diligence. While it was
going on, Zeke Sawkins, the hunter, came along
and said:
"Well, Captain, I see that you have lost no
time in carrying the stuff away."
"We began last night," said Dick, with a
smile.
"I want to know!"
"Yes; we believe in promptness in these matters."
"Well, I should say you did!"
"You told Bess and her mother what I told
you to tell them?"
"Yes, I did last night. I wasn't wasting any
time on a thing like that."
"They have not been troubled?"
"They wasn't up to this morning, but I reckon
last night was too pesky a time fur even fellers
like Si Wooten an' the rest on 'em to get out."
"Some of them were out, just the same, for
we heard them coming along this way and gave
them a good fright."
"Do tell!"
"Yes; and the y thought the place was haunted
sure enough."
"I reckon they won 't want to come around
even in daytime now."
"They were here not long ago, but I told the
men to arrest Wooten a s the chief of the band of
Tory robbers, and he got away in haste."
"Well, I reckon you have been doing 'quite some
sence I saw you last, Captain," laughed Zeke.
"Yes, we have not been idle, Zeke."
"I should say you hadn't. ' The ' general will
allow you boys some o' this stuff, I s'pose ?"
"He has given us some, and will let us have
more."
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boys, posting them behind trees and on the other
side of a stone wall, where they could deliver a
cross-fi re without danger to themselves. The
enemy came on, thinking that the boys had fled,
when Dick, on Major, rode out and said:
"Keep back, or it will be the worse for you.
'
Thi ~ road is closed."
"Charge!" cried the redcoat captain. "Down
·with the ragged young rebels! We will see if
the road L> closed or not. Charge!"
The redcoats came on with a rush, and Dick
fired a shot which gave the leader a bad flesh
wound. Then he dashed back out of the way.
His shot was the signal for the boys to fire. At
once pistols began to crack and snap, and muskets to rattle and bang. in the liveliest fashion.
Three or four of the redcoats fell from the s addle, while their horses ran away riderless.
Bang-bang-bang ! A number of redcoats were
wournJed. and the lPader began to think that perhaps Dick was right in saying that the road
was closed. He persisted in charging, however,
and r eceivecl a wound which put him out of the
fight for a time, at a ll events. A lieutenant took
his place when he was removed, and Monks said,
in an angry tone:
"Ch arge on the ragged young ruffians; there is
only· a handful of them. Charge!"
"Are you commanding h ere, Monks, or I?"
snapped the officer. "Go ahead and, charge yourself, if you think it wise!"
Crack! Just then there came a shot which
grazed the sp).. S cheek and raused him to fall
back in great •l1aste. The redcoats laughed , for
the)- regarded the spy as a good deal of a braggart, and v:ere glad to see him taken down.
"Forward, men . but cautiously," said the lieutenant. "We should not allow ourselves to be
beaten by a parcel of boys."
The boys, hidden behind trees and the stone
wall, poured a deadly fire upoi\ them, and they
saw that the only chance of carrying the road
CHAPTER VIII.-Defending the Stores.
was by making a whirlwind dash and simply
After the two Tories rode Dick Slater and the swee ping everything before them. They attemptLiberty Boys with him. Dick cared nothing about ed to do this, but now Zeke Sawkins and a numcatching young Hodge, although he had promised ber of the neighbors had come up and opened
the fellow a horsewhipping if he were caught, but fire with the boys from an unexpected quarter.
The n some of the Liberty Boys, led by Bob
devoted all hi:! attention to Monks. It was whilechasing Monks that Dick ran into the redcoats Estabrook. ridin g faster than the res t , came up
before . and it was quite likely that the man had and joined in the fray, sending in a rattling volinformation now of the stolen stores, as he ley. The spy did not attempt to give orders, but
seemed to know about most things of that sort. kept out of the way, knowip.g that he would be
Monks went on like the wind, but Dick would made a target of as soon as he appea1·ed. The
redcoats made another charge , determined to
hav~ caught him if there had not happened just
what he feared. He sudslenly caught sig ht of a carry the road, and bullets flew like hail, the
party of redcoats advancing. The boys unslung rattle of the muskets being almost continuous,
their muskets and loosened their pistol belts, so while the smoke grew thicker and thicker every
as to be ready for the enemy if the latter made moment. Zeke had gotten more men together by
a charge. The redcoats seemed uncertain wheth- this time, and now, with all the boys and half
as man y determined men, the patriots made a
er to do so or not, when Monks said loudly:
"What are you holding back for? There is a gallant charge.
small force only of the rebels. You can sweep
Redcoats fell on all sides, and the captain, who
them away in a few moments. I saw them, and was far enough recovered to direct the fight, orare."
there
I know just how many
dered a retreat, realizing that the1~ was no use
The leader of the redcoats questioned Monks, in trying to force the road agaioot such deterand at length bec;;1me convinced that the man mined opposition. Some of the regulars had just
was ,t ellin/r the truth. Dick saw that the British come up, and the enemy fell back hurriedly and
were commg on and determined to hold the road in some disorder, leaving- a number of dead and
against them for a time, at any rate. He fell wounded behind them. These were taken care of
back to a sharp bend, and then dismounted the by the patriots, the enemy getting away in great

"Well, I declare! 'Pears to me I'm a day behind the fair in everrthing this morning, Captain," laughed the hunter good naturedly.
"No, not if you have wa rned Bess and her
Dick.
"Yes, I tolrl 'em, and they will be on the watch ·
for 'em. Bess has got two pi stols, and s he knows
how to use 'em, anrl I reckon Hank Hodge will
get a hole or tw.o into· him if he fools around the
cottage very much."
"He will deserve it," said Dick deciderlly.
Dick and the boys with him shortly left the
cabin, the men going on with the work of removing the stores. Dick wished to do some
scouting, for he had a suspicion that Wooten and
the rest might bring up the redcoats to get the
stores which the Continentals were carrying
away. The boys were on.,.their horses now, and
rode at good •speed for some little distance, when
Dick suddenly saw a man coming toward them
he recognized
around a turn in the road, who
in an instant. It ·was Monks, the Tory spy, but
in a ven much different dress than the one he
usually wore, Now he was in black, with a
cocked hat, a big bag- wig, gold lace and knee
buckles, and looking like some prosperous barri ster or physician.
"Don't let on that you know him, boys," whispered Dick. "This is Monks, the spy."
Monks came on as if he were certain of passing muster , when Hank, the son of Rufe, came
dashin g- up behind him and said in a loud voice:
"Look out, Monks! There's them blame rebels!"
. "Silly fool!" thundered the spy.
"After them both!" cried Dick. "Hang the
spy and horsPwhip Hank!"
Th ~n both Tories wheeled rapidly and shot off
like the wind.
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haste and stopping for nothing. The Liberty
Boys raised a cheer, and pursued th~ redcoats as
far as it was safe to do so, although the enemy
sho.w ed no disposition to turn upon them.
"You had a pretty good task before you at
one time, didn 't you, Dick?" said Bob, when they
were i·iding back.
"Yes, and I didn't know if I could hold the
road or not. . The redcoats greatly outnumbered
us, but we had the advantage of position, and
then we are used to fighting in this fa shion, while
they are not."
The men at the cabin had removed the remainder of the stores by the time the boys reached ·
the place, and it was now left open to the weather and for bears and wolves and foxes to make
their lairs in, for it was not likely that the
Tories would again visit it, or that. the band of
robbers would again operate in the neighborhood. The skirmish with the redcoats had increased the regard in which the Liberty B&ys
were held, and the boys were r eceived with cheers
wh erever they appeard.
They kept the stores already in ttie camp, and
more were sent over to them, for , serving without pay as they did, it was no more than r ight,
as Wasfungton himself had said, that they should
be looked after. The skirmish with the redcoats
had taken up the better pa:r;t of the forenoon , and
Dick did not go out again, the1efore, until after
dinner, when he and Bob and a few others set
out for the cottage where· Bess and he:r mother
lived.
Arriving at the: place, they found the girl and
her mother hard at work, but very glad to see
them. Bess was sawing wood and her mother
was spritting it, swinging an ax with a good
deal of dexterity.
'"Here, you should not do that so:rt of work,"
said Dick. "The boys will saw and split you
enough wood to last you all winter."
HI see some one coming," said Bob, "and it
strikes me it's that Tory fellow whlil wants to
marry Bess.'~
"So it is," said Bess, laughinlf, "'b ut I don 't
want to marry him, all the same.
"I think you might do better, myself," sai.d
Bob.
"Get out of the way, boys," said Diek. "We
will have a look at th 11 fellow."
The boys hid behind the cottage, and Hank
Hodge presently came up.
"Good mornin', Bess,'' he said bluntly. "I'm
goin' to marry you."
"Don't you want to chop and split some wo od,''
asked the girl. "I'd expect you to do that if we
were married."
"Shucks!
That's women 's work!" snorted
Hank.
"Oh, is it.? Then what is a man 's ?"
"Oh, to hunt anci.-fish and set around, plant
corn and 'taters and such like," carelessly.
"And who hoes and digs them?"
"Why, the women, o' course. You wouldn't
'spect me to do that? P~w never does."
.
Just then Dick and :Bob came around the side
of the cottage.
· "Pick up that ax, and split some wood, Hank!"
said Dick firmly.
'
1
"W~n't do it fur you, you. reoeJl" snarled Hank.
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Dick caught him by the shoulders and shook
him till his teeth chattered.
"Now do as I tell yo-u!" Dick said.
Hank obeyed, .t hough he was rather clumsy at
the work. Dick kept him at it till he had split
a good three armfuls.
"Now saw some of them logs,~}¥ said. "Think
that 3our father is standing over you, and I
guess you'll do all right."
Hank snarled and did the work, Bob standing
by and laughing.
"So you want to marry Bess. do' you?" Diek
asked.
"Yes, and I'm going to."
.
"And you want her to do all the hard work.
Aren't you aahamed of yourself?"
.
"That's what women were made for-hard
work," snarled Hank.
"Is it? And so you were going to run away
with her, were yo.u, w:i:thQut saying a word to her
about it?"
"I asked he.r, didn't I?" mut.tered Hank, coloring.
"Yes, yciu did, after a fashion. You told her
you were going t&. Y li>U iound out that. the house
was too well guarded, I guess. Now, let me
ten you this, that if you say any more about
running off with Bess. or make any such attempt, you'rI find yourself in jail, and perhaps _
in d'anger of being hanged. You Tories have got
to behave yourselves if you want to remain in
this neighborhood, or you'll be ·run out so suddenly that it wi!T surp:rise you."
Hank glared at Dick and flushed, finall y sa ying:
•
"I got as much right around here a s you have,~
and maybe better, 'cause we own property he1!'e .'r ·
"Yes, and how did' you get it?" ret rned Dick.

CHAPTER IX.-The Escape of the Spy.
Hank Hodge colored deeply, and Dick answered
his own question.
"By fraud and deceit, by oppression and by
downright stealing, that is how you get it!" he
said. "And you want to get a wife th e same
way. And ,then make her do all the work. You
don 't deserve a decent wo man, Hank, and I don't
believe you'll get one. I don't know who would
want to marry a bully like you. No woman in .
her senses, I kn ow that."
Some of th e Liberty Boys now came up alild
began to sa w and split th e wood for the house.
The old man came out and said gratefully:
"I'm much obliged to you, young sirs, for doing of the work. I'd ought to do it m yself, and
I did want to, but both my daughter and Bess
said I shouldn 't."
"You are not wanted about here, Hank," said'
Dick, "and r emember the hint I have given you."
"If we hadn't thought you were being made a
fool of," said Bob, "we wou ld have taken you in
charge, but that rascally father of yours and Si
Wooten and others are the ones to get after.
and we'll attend to them if they're not carefW'•.
In fact, I think we'll attend to Si anyhow."
Hank went away, snarling at the boys, who
simply laug-hed aod contin.~ed t~e . work , un§
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thel' had sawed and split enough wood to last a
week.
"Zeke Sawkins does it for us often," said Bess,
"but we happened to run short, and mother and
I wouldn't let grandfather do it." ·
. . "I'll send some of the boys around to-morrow,"
said Dick, "wite saws and axes and wedges, to
split enough wood to last you till spring, and see
that it is stored away where no thieving Tories
will get at it."
"You are very kind," replied Bess.
"No, we are not, and we would have done it
·b efore if we had known. We hold women in better esteem than Hank Hodge does."
"I should hope you did," laughing.
The boys shortly went away, Dick saying to
Bob as they rode off:
"The fellow has been warned, and now if he
neglects the warning the fault will be his own,
and I shall have no hesitation in punishing him
as he deserves."
"He may take warning," observed Bob, "although he looks like an obstinate fellow who is
rietermined to have his own way no matter what
·happens, and he may not be advised."
"Then it will be his own fault," returned Dick
shortly.
, The boys continued on past the camp and along
the river, there being still an hour or so of daylight, and Dick being anxious to see if there were
an y redcoats abou t. They were riding along not
far from the river, when Dick suddenly shot
ahead, waving his hat to the rest to follow.
They quickly saw why he had done so. The spy,
Monks, who could not seem to keep away from
.jhe neighb orhood , was just coming around a bend
in the road. He wore ordinary clothes now, probably knowipg that Dick would recognize him in
whatever he wore. Seeing Dick, he turned itnd
rode the other way as fast as he could. As Dick
shot around the turn, he saw a number of patriot
sq)diers approaching.
"Stop him! he is_ a spy! stop him!" he called.
The men heard and began running forward at
full speed. There were not very many horses in
the army at this time, and the Liberty Boys were
es pecia1ly fortunate in having fine animals.
Monks, seeing himself likely to be caught between two fires, made for the river. There was
a g.ood firm cover of ice on it, strong ' enough to
hold a horse, and yet rough enough to make traveling safe. The men could not follow him th ere,
and he thought that Dick would not. Th ough a
gap in the fence he went, down the bank, and
out upon the ice toward the other shore.
After him went Dick, Bob and nearl y all the
boys, those who did not keeping alongshore to
head the fellow off if he attempted to return.
Out upon the ice went the s py with Dick after
him, for the young patriot captain was as· read y
a rider on ice as on ground. His black Major
was s11re-footed anywhere, and would go where
Dick told him. Bob and a number of the bo ys
would a s lief travel over ice as anywhere, and
if Monks had thought that he could throw the
boys off by going out upon the river, he soon
realized his mistake. The ice was rough and his
horse made good speed upon it, but if it had been
like glass, Dick would not have feared to trust
Major upon it.
Monks turned his head , saw that Dick was after
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him, and urged hi s horse out toward the middle
of the river, where there was smoother ice and
where it was thinner. He evidently wish~d to
tempt Dick into danger, but he was facing it himself, although he did not realize it at first. The
thin ice was not all in midstream, for he suddenly struck a stretch of it where there was an
ominous crack, and then the water began to spout
up alarmingly. Then the ice broke> all around
him, anrl down he went with his horse into the
chilling flood, Dick halting and making a warning
gesture to the others. The horse swam bravely
to the edge of the ice where it was stro ng enough
for the spy to land, and he quickly clambered out
and ran away, leaving; the animal to his fate.
To get the horse out meant to lose the spy, but
Dick could not see the animal thus imperiled without trying to do something.
"Ride back and get fence rails, boy s !" he
s houted.
Three or four of the boys hastily obeyed, and
Dick di s mounted and went as near as he could
safely go to the animal and watched him.
"All right," he said, "we'll get you out before
long. Ju st have a little patience."
The horse swam over to the edge of the ice and
whinnied, looking up piteously at the boy captain.
"Yes, pretty soon," he said. "Wait a little
while and we'll see if we can do anything."
Monks meanwhile wa s running over the ice
down the river as fast as he could go, evidently
fearing that some of the boys would follow him
even yet. It was going to be something of a
task to get th~ animal out of the water, but Dick "
thol,l'ght that he could accomplish it, and all the
boys were ready to help him. Three or four of
the boys soon returned dragging fence rails after
them, and Dick told them to bring these and try
and get two under the horse. Two were laid
upon the ice to act as fulcrnms, and then the
other s were put under the horse.
Dick was able to get hold of his bridle rein,
and he headed him downstream so that the boys
could work. The ice broke somewhat but at last
it was strong enough, and the two shore rails
were again placed and the others put under the
animal. Then all the boys bore down upon the
rails so as to raise the horse. The animal got
his forefeet upon the ice, and Dick took his bridle
and set off toward shore with it. Bob helped him,
and now as the horse's head was turned to shore
and the boys rai sed him higher out of the water,
he wa s able to partl y scramble out, ~he boy s helping him in one way and another till he was all
out.
The ice broke some, but at last it supported
the weight of the animal with the boys helping
him, and he was safely out. By this time it
was beginning to grow dark, and there was no
sign of the spy. The boys rode rapidly, taking
the rescued horse with thenwand mak'ing him go
at full speed. There was a barn near the point
where they went ashore, and here the animaJ was
put in charge of the owner, a staunch patriot,
with direction s to. take good care of him.
"We've got a horse afid lost a prisoner," said
Bob. "He is no better than man_y we have, 'bu t
it seemed a pity to kill him, and we could not
leave him to freeze to d!l_ath as long as there was
a chance to get h'm out."
"No, and I would never have been satisfied to
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go after the spy and leave the poor beast to hi s
fate," said Dick.
The farmer pr-0mised to tak e good care of the
horse, and to do all that was necessary to prevent his taking a chill, and then. the boys went
away, read\jng the camp some time after dark.
The boy s in camp wanted to .know ~hat had detainee:\ them, feeling sure t~at s ometh~ng had happened, and were greatly interested in the story
of their adventure.
"I don't like the idea of that fellow Monks being around so much, for I think it means something,"' declared Bob.
.
.
"It will mean a good deal to him if ~e ~s
caught," replied Mark dryly, "but I doi; t like it
' myself. • He is trying to find out someth1hg, so a~
to tell the enemy and bring them down upon u s.
After supper Zeke Sawkins , the hunter, came
into camp and said to Dick:
.
.
"I reckon them pesky robbers are going to sta1t
up again, Captain."
.
h'
"Do you think so, Zeke? What gives you t is
notion?"
.
. . k
"I was in the woods follering .some bea1 tiac s
what I'd seen and it was getting dark when I
heard some fellers.i::oming along, and a fe~ wor<ls
I heard made me su s picion that som~thmg ':':as
wrong, and I crept under a bush and listened.
"Well, Zeke?"
.
"Waal, along come Si Wootep ~nd. two othe1
f 11 s what are as big rascals as him if not wuss,
e der t ri ht down on a stump not three feet
~~om gtohe b~sh I was hiding in, and I had to keep
precious still or the varmints would have knowed
I was there."
"They talked over their plans?"
.
"Yes: They are amazin' mad th'.lt you had discovered the stores in the old cabm, and walked
off with 'em, and it beat 'em to know how you
done it and they're bound to get reven.ge , .and
they si{y they'll start the band up a~ain ri!liht
now and make every rebel in .the sect10n suffer
for it. I reckoned I was as big a rebel as any,
and so I was interested."
"We are all i{lterested, Zeke."
· "They won't g·o to the old cabin '.!gain._ but
there's another, further down the riv~r, in a
deeper holler than t'othe~ one, a!1d there 1s where
they're going to hold then- meetmgs and take the
stuff, only they're not ~oing to let it stay there
so long and they're going to capture rebels and
make ·~m pay ran som, and some .?n 'em they're
going to turn over to the redcoats.
"Ah that interests us, Zeke."
"Ye~, arid they mentioned yo~ as one o'. that
sort, Captain. Monks was ment1?ned as. bemg of
the party, but he wasn't there , . cause if he had
been, I'd have been tempted to JUmp up and put
a shot into him to save the hangman a JOb,
though I donno why I sho{1ld."
"How is Monks going to help them, Zeke?"
asked Dick.
"By spying onto the r ebels." ~
''Yes? "
"By sneaking up as near to the camp as he can
and getting you to chase him out. Then the other
fellers are to be around and nab you a s you think
you've got Monks."
"It may prove more dangerou s than he thinks,
Zeke, for every one of the boys is prepa1·ed to
shoot the spy at sight. We do not like his being
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in the neighborhood so much, for it means mischief, and we are determined to stop it."
"I re~kon it does, Captain, and 1'm ready _to
shoot him myself as soon a s I see him."
"He will not be around again very soon Zeke
for he got into the river · this aftei·noon 'and i
think he will be nursing himself over a hot fire
for a time to keep from tak ing a dangerous
chill."
"Well, folks that are born to be hanged will
never be drowned, Captain, and he'll come out o'
that all right. His throat '11 trouble him in a
different way, I reckon."
"We are going to keep a closer watch upon
him, Zeke, and we will also look out for these
Tory robbers, and as soon as they crop up again
some of them will be hanged, as an examaJe to
the rest."
"Shouldn't wonder if it would 1'e as well to
hang the hull on 'em as an example to fellers
elsewhere," said Bob, "but that will scarcely happen, and you'll fin,d that if we hang one or two
the rest won't give us a chance."
,
'
"No, . I reckon they won't, for they'll make
tracks Just about as sudden as they kin. "
"We will watch them, Zeke. Rufus Hidge is
not in the gang?"
"I didn't hear that he was. - He does his stealin' different, but he kin be sot down as a thief,
all the same, though he's slyer than t'other fel lers."
"He may be caught at it, for all that," said
Dick.
CHAPTER X.-How Hank \Jodge Was Cheated.
There was no sign of any enemies, either Tory
or redcoat, around the camp that night, and the
boys did not see any elsewhere for the next two
or three days. Dick looked for the cabin in the
hollow which Zeke had spoken about, but did not
-find it, nor did he hat>pen to see Zeke to ask him
more concerning it, or get him to show them the
way to it. Then people began to complain of
being robbed ~gain, as they had complained before, and Dick knew that the robbers must be at
work.
Provisions and everything else were
scarce, and the people felt the loss more keenly
than they would have done at another time.
Some Tories were robbed as well as patriots,
and some of the meaner class of Tories declared
that the soldiers and the _Liberty :Roys were at
the bottom of the thefts. Rufe Hodge complained openly to one of the general s -that the
Liberty Boys had robb ed his barn, hen roo st and
sheep pen s , and taken out all they could lay their
hands on. Dick heard of this complaint, although
the general said nothing to him about it, and
went at once with some of the bo ys to see Hodge.
He found the Tory just setting out in a sleigh on
a matter of business, a nd in a great hurry.
"I want to see you, Hodge," sai d Dick, halting
in front of the man.
"You'll have to wait until I get back," snarled
Hodge. "I am very busy."
"I , shall do nothing of the s ort," decidedly.
"You have accused the Liberty Boy s of robbing
you. When did this occur?"
"How do I know?" with a snap. • "If I had
known, I would have sto pped you. Don 't ask foulish questions, and get out of the way."
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Die:k made a quick gesture. The boys with
him at once surrounded the sleigh and blocked
the way.
"You don't go on tili you give me proof,'' said
Dick.
His air of determination angered H-0dge.• but
he could do n<>thing.
"'Your reputation i1i none 0f the best, Hodge,"
said Dick. "You got Monks to steal those papers from old Mr. Brownl..<>w, so that you could
collect twice. Your son b.a-d a scheme to abduct
Bess, and. I am n<>t .certain that you were not
concerned in it. You can't say things 1like this
unless you are able to v,rove them. When -did the
Liberty, Boj'S rob you?
"I didn't say that they did," with a growl, "I
saiil. that it looked as if they had."
"You complained to the general that we had
done it, and> that some. @f his men had also. If
you are so positive, yeu must b.ave JtroGf."
"Well, the men did, anyhow, or I thought they
did."
"You did not! Y.ou .a re doing this for spite.
Fortunately the reputation of :t:h:e Liberty Boys
is good. The genera'l diid not eve~ t'epeat the
accusation to me because he knew -1t was false.
You know it is ydurself, and y<>u must retract it."
"I didn't say you did, [ only said that I
thought you di.cl."
"You did not, you made a direct chaTge. This
I know. You lied, deliberately. I s your own
character so stainless that you can afford to
blacken another's? You know it is not. Where
are you going now? To meet the gang of robbers and plan new depredations?"
The Tory grew J.airly livid in a moment, and
Dick saw that he had hit upon the t.ruth. He
had suspected that the man might have something
to do with the band, and now he was sure of it.
He made a gesture for some of the boys to withdraw. In a moment the road was free.
"Go ahead," said Dic]s:, "but you will be
watched, remember that. Bob, take some of the
boys and see where Mr. Hodge goes, and report
to me."
"I ain't going anywhere, I was just exercising
the horse!" snapped the Tory, and then he drove
back to the barn.
Dick rode away with the boys, but said to
Bob:
"Keep a watch upon the fello~, B_ob, and d_on't
let him know that you are domg it. I beheve
that he is concerned in these robberies, and if I
can I will prove it."
"I believe you will, Dick," said Bob.
"There is no malice in this," Dick continued.
"The man ii; evil, and every one know s it. He is
dangerous, but many are afraid of him, and will
not take the steps to unmask him for fear of revenge. We are not afraid of him, and we will do
all we can to expose him so that others may' not
suffer."
"That is right," said Bob. - "The man cannot
browbeat us, and he will find it out if he does
not know it now."
Bob kept a watch with a number of the boys,
but Hodge did not know that he was watched.
Some time later he came out, looked about him
carefully,- an.cl then drove on, at length taking a
side road that was scarcely perceptible, the ti·ees
·being thick here, and their overhanging branches
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almost hiding the road. The boys saw where he
went, however, and Bob himself stole th1·ough the
woods and followed the sleigh till it stopped and
Hodge got out, leaving the horse under a tree
by the side of the road, and covering him witb a
bearskin robe to keel') him warm. .Uoh then saw
the man steal down a lane, and signaled to some
of the boys to come up. Ben and the two Harrys
were soon at Ms side.
"I want you to come with me, boys,.. &b said.
"We want to catch the scoundrel in the very act
of consultinR" with these ruffians."
The boys hurried down the little lane, following the man's footprints without troub'l e, and
presently reached a litt1e cahin stuck away almost out of sight in a hol1ow.
"Here is the p\ace," said B-ob, "and now to get
in."
The front door was fastened, and the footprints
did not lead to this, but to one at the rear, and
here the boys went. Bob listened at the door a
few moments, and then. signaled to the boys.
"I can't carry out that thing against the boys,"
he heard Hodge saying, "but we must get stuff
from the house of <me of the rebels and have it
found in the Liberty Boys' ca!lllp."
Then Ifob suddenly burst ooen the door and
rushed in, followed by the three ooys.
" A very good plan, if it works, Hodge," he said,
''but it won't."
There were Si Wooten and three or four evi1looking men in the ro?m, and Bob's appearance
came as a great surprise to them all, especiall)'
to Hodge. The boys leveled their mu skets at the
men, who made a dash for the front door, f or the
cellar and for a :loft overhead.
"We just wanted to see the kind of company
you keep, Hodg·e," said Bob, detaining the Tory.
"You are a pretty fellow to charge the Libertv
Boys with theft, aren't you? y OU can p;o,
don't . want Y?U• but look out how you bring accusations against honest boys after this, and look
out, too, how you conduct your business or you
may change your r esidence shortly. c'ome "on,
boys. We know who these fellows are now ~d
will be able to keep a watch upon them." '
"Hodge thought he could do things with-0ut our
knowing it," laughed Ben, "but that is a pretty
hard matter when we set our minds to watch any
one."
"Get out of here, Hodge!" said Bob. "We don't
want you firing at us from the windows as we
go away."
The man flushed deeply, and Bob knew that he
had guessed the fellow's thoughts. Hodge went
out with no good grace, and then the boys took
him to the place where he had left his horse and
sleigh.
"There you are," laughed Bob. "Get in and go
home, Hodge, and don't try to deceive the Liberty Boys, for we have had experience with just
such f ellows a s you before now, and know how to
manage them."
Hodge we nt away in no pleasant frame of
mind, and the boys found their horses and rode
away, well s atisfied with what they had done.
The next day the Tory's house was closed, and it
was said that' he and his entire family had gone
to Philadelphia for the winter.
"We won't see him again, even in the s pring,"
said Dick. "The man .knows that he is found out,
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anJ he will not return for some time. We may
never see him again, in fact."
"Well, we can bear it, I think," said Bob, with
a dry ehuckle.
The boys kept a lookout for the Tory thieves,
but these were evidently afraid to come out after
the discovery by Bob, and the cabin in the hollow
was deserted, no one daring to go near it.
Monks was not seen either, although Dick had an
idea that he would appear again, and that he had
not suffered materially from his plunge into the
river. •
"It is not easy to kill a man like that," declared Bob, "and we'll see him again when he
thinks it is safe to come around, and that we
have forgotten him."
"We don't forget fellows like that," replied
Dick "and we wouldn't even if we did not see
him for years."
"Of course not, but he do esn't know that," said
Bob.
"He should, with the experience he has had
with us. He ought to know that we would not
easily forget an y one."
"Maybe he does, but I think we will see him
again."
One day Dick and Bob rn,et Hank Hodge, but
the young fellow leaped over on the other side
of the road and got out of t he way as soon as
he was able, having an evident fear of the plucky
fellows. The boys clid not offer to molest him,
and they did not even s pea k lo him, but Hank
seemed to have a w)10lesome fear of them, and
got out of the way as soon a s he could.
"Hank is not boasting a s much a s he did,"
laughed Bob.
.
"No, he is not. I wonder why he did not go
to the city with the others ?"
"Perhaps he thought his father would make
him work too hard ," with a chuckle.
"Very likely, or.he may be of ag·e now."
They ca me upon Zeke Sawkrn s . shortly after
that, not having seen the hun te r m some clays,
and Bob asked:
"Has H a nk Ho<lg-e come of age, Zek e ?"
"I reckon he has,'' said t he hunter. "The rest
on 'em has moved out o' th e st a t e, sold the hou se
an' gone, and Hank is tryin' t_o get work wh ere
he can g et mo ne:-· with out dom 1 ve r y mu ch. I
reckon he thi nk s he give the old m a n too. much
for his mon ey , an' 110\\' he wan t s t o fi x it th e
ot her way a bout."
"So Hc;<lge ha s gon e out of t he s tate, has he ?"
asked Dick.
"Yes, sold out and gone, and I gu ess nobody
won't miss him. He settled up everythi ng an'
went away, and they do sa y he settled in such a
way that some folk s would like oo see him.
There was some crooked bu siness, I und e r ~ tand,
but I don 't know just the rights on it."
"Does Hank know abou t it?"
"I reckon he does," with a la ugh.
"How is tha t? " a sked Bob, who saw th a t there
was something be hind.
"Wull, Hank never g·ot hi s freedom suit when
he come of age, and he is a s mad as a hornet
over it. Says the_old man cheated him, and that
ain't all, either," chuckling.
"What else is there?" asked Bob.
"Why, he was of age s even or eight months
ago, mebby ten, and old Hodge kept it back,
made him think he was younger'n he was."
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"Cheated his own son, eh?"
"Ye><, but Hank got hold o' the record somewhere, and found out he was olrler'n he thought
he was, away out of his time, and the old man
was nowhere to be found . Hank was madder'n
a wet hen," and the hunter g-ave vent to a hearty
laugh, and fairly shook his sides over it.
"Then his father really owed him wages and a
suit of clothes as well, and he didn't g·et either,"
laughed Bob.
.
"No, and he threa t ened to do all sorts o'
things, but he had to take it out in threatening,
for Rufe was nowher e to be found ."
"Hank will be as di shonest as his father," said
Dick, "for he has had a bad example set him,
and. will try and get the best of even• one."
"He is n't as cute a s Rufe," said Zeke, "and I
reckon he won't find it so easy, and then folks
know he 's Rufe's son, an' they'll be on the lookout for him ."
"The s in s of the fathers will be vi sited upon
him," observed Dick gravely. "Well, he is partly
to blame him self, for he never tried to do better,
but was always seeing how he could .c;et the best
of others, even his own father."
"Hodge will get his deserts some day, n o
doubt," Bob answered, "and Hank may if il'!s t ru mental in it."
"Well, they are all a bad lot," said Zeke, "an'
nobody ain't sorry they've gone, 'cept them
they've cheated."
CHAPTER XI.-A Lively Chase.
Dick Slater and a number of the Liberty Boy!t
were out one day soon after the meeting with
Zeke Sawkins, ·on a scouting expedition. There .
had been no sign s of redcoats for some t ime, but
the boys were always cautious, and Dick never
took an ything for granted. He knew it would
not do to relax their vig-ilance, for a t t hat very
moment the enemy might spring upon th em , a nd
so the:-- were always on the watch. They were at
some little distance from the camp, a couple of
miles be yo nd whe1·e they had last met the redcoats, in fact, when th ey saw a man r ide up to
a littl e ta,ie111 at some d ist anc e-, c!Ls mount an d go
in. Dick and Bob, with t wo others, were in advance of t he main pa rt y when th ey sa ". the man,
a nd Dick ~ udd e nl y haltell.
" That looks like Monb," he said to I3ob. "I
don 't th in k that he noticed us, arnl I th ink I will
go ahead. If we can cap tur e him, he ma y tell
u s somethin g ."
"He is able to do so, no • doubt," sa id Bob
s hortly, "but I don 't bel ieve he will, unless he is
made to."
"We oug}1t to be able to do that," t ersely, "if
we catch him."
Dick then s ignaled to the others to co me up
quietly and be r eady to make a dash if it was
necessary. He a l Bob and the two others, who
were George Brewst er and Will Freeman, then
rode ahead, keeping close to the si de of the road
under the trees as long a s they could. If the
man was reall y Monh, Dick did not want to be
seen until it was unavoidab le, as he knew what
a slippery fellow the spy was.
"You can scarcely blame him for not wanting
to get caught, when he knows that he will b6
hanged if he is," said Bob grimly.
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The boys we nt on, k eeping out of sigh t of the
tavern windows till almost up to them . T hen
they went forward and were about t o dismount,
when Dick saw a British officer come to the door.
"Hello, r ebels !" he shouted.
Then the man Dick had seen came out, and
the young captain recognized him as Monks in a
moment .
"Tha t is Dick Slater, the rebel, an-est-"
Crack-crack! Dick fired a shot at the spS'
which car ried away his hat and went through a
pane of glass, but h urt no one, as Dick knew it
would no t. Then the four boys were off their
horses in a moment, dashing toward the tavern.
Dick and Bob were up the steps fii·st, upsetting
t he redcoa t who had raised the alarm, and sending
him rolling down the steps. He cut a most undignified figur e with his wig off and his coattails flapping about his neck, but the boys had
no consideration fo r such trifles at that moment.
George and Will followed Dick and Bob, the other
boys coming up in a hurry as they heard the
sound of Dick's shot.
·
Into the taproom ran the boys, closely pu rsuing
the spy. There were other redcoats in the place,
and they arose in a larm as they saw the boys
enttfJ. Monks made a dash for the rear door,
and Dick fired a nother shot at him, putting a
hole in the panel of the door as the spy slammed
it behind him . The bullet crashing through the
window had startled the redcoats, and now they
were still more startled when the boys entered,
and bullets began to fiy .
"After him , boys, never miud these fellows!"
cried Dick. " Tell the others, Will."
Will Freeman started for the front door to tell
the boys not to let the spy escape at the rear,
when two redcoats made a rush at him.
"Run arou nd to the back, boys!" be shouted
from the window, which he broke because he
could not open it quickly enough.
"Here, here, you young rebel. you'll pay for
that glass!" stormed the landlord.
"Oho! that is your tone, is it?" cried Will.
"Yoa"re a Tory, harbormg your country's enerniPs . Little will you get out of us for any damage. If you . had been a good patribt, it would
have been different, but now you may think yoursel f lucky to have _g·otten off so easily."
The redcoats, seeing- a number of Liberty Boys
outside, now began to seek places of safety as
some of the young patriots came in. One made
a rush for the door and upset a potboy just coming in with a tray of pev.rters in tiis hands . . Down
went the boy, o~erturning the pewters on the
red coat, who was deluged in a moment, and presented a most ludicrous sight. Another made a
clive for the scullery and was scalded by the
cook, who threw a j ug of hot water over him,
thinking he was one of the dreaded "rebels."
"Never mind these fellows , boys," said Will.
"We're after the spy."
Meantime Dick , Bob and George were outside,
being- quickly joined by other Liberty Boys, s,eeing 1.he spy making a dart for the barn in the
i·car of the ho use.
·'Surround the place , boys!" cried Dick. "Set
fo:e to it, if necessary, but get the horses if there
are a n y t here."
The boys r an to this side and that, so as to
surround the barn, Dick and Bob running in at
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the door where Monks had just disappeared.
Dick was just in time to see the man jump down
an open trap door in the floor.
"Look out, Bob," he said. "Run to the \vindow
at the back and tell the boys to look out for the
fellow."
Dick went to the trap, saw that the ground below was only five or six feet, and dropped. He
landed safely below and saw Monks running
through the barnyard, which at that point was
lower than the front of the barn. He fired a shot
at the man as he went over the fence in the rear,
and then he heard the other shot s. The difference in the levels between the front and rear
had bothered the boys who had gone to surround the barn, for there were fences in the way,
and some of them had gone over the bank, not
seeing it in time. Then a bull kept in the barnyard had run at some of the boys, and they had
to make a hurried retreat. The spy got over the
fence and ran a long a winding· lane toward the
river, Dick presently losing- sight of him.
He was after the fellow, however, and Bob and
half a dozen of the boys soon joined him, all
racing at full speed, and all eager to catch the
spy. They saw his footprints and saw him for
an instant as he went dashing down the lane.
This led to the river, but here there was a glare
of ice close in shore, and no footprints could be
seen. There were bushes up and down along the
bank, and these hid the spy, so that the boys
could not tell which way he had gone.
"The scamp always takes to water," said Bob.
"How are we going to know where he is now?"
"I'll see if I can tell," said Dick.
Then he ran out upon the ice and took a long
slide, stopping at the r ougher ice.
"Come on, Bob!" he cried, "but look out that
you don't break your leg."
Bob took a slide and came up to Dick.
"Look along the bank, boys, to see that he does
not go ashore," sa id Dick. "You i!:O this way,
Bob, and !11 go that. Keep a watch on the
bu shes and trees alongshore."
There ·were many firs along the bank and
these, having thick foliag-e, "rt'ould afford ~n excellent hiding-place for the fug-:itive. Dick went
one way and Bob the other, watching the bushes
and trees for any sign of any on.e having- gone
in among t hem. The smooth ice did not extend
very far alongshore, and Dick kr.ew that the spy
had gone in very soo n, as he would have seen
him oth erwi se. Approaching nearer shore, pistol
in hand, Dick kept a sharp watch on the trees,
for he knew that the spy, if he found himself
cornered,. would fire upon his pursuers.
At length Dick saw a place where he thought
likely the •man had entered the wood, some of
the branches being broken. He at once signaled
to the boys on shore and also to Bob, to come
his way. He used natural sounds in signaling,
for if he ha.d called out the spy wo:.ild hear him,
and take the alarm. Bob hurried forward, upon
hearing- the signal, and the boys along the shore
began to look in among· the bu shes and trees.
Then Dick entered the wood where he thought
the spy had done so , and at once saw fresh foot prints in the snow.
These he followed, sign aling to the boys on
shore, so that they might not shoot him by mistake. Bob was soon at his side, and both boys
follow ed t he trail rapidly. T hey presently ca me
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out upon a road where the wind had fu ll sweep,
and where the snow was hard and left no trail.
They sign aled to the boys, who speedily came up.
"The fellow has gone ashore again," said Dick.
"Did any of you hear him'?"
No one had, and the question now wa, where
he had gone. The wind was blowing; at a lively
rate along the road, and if the spy had made a n y
tracks they would have been obliterated by th is
time.
"I am afraid we have lost the trail," sairl Dick.
"This hard sno w is as good as water for ob l iterating a trail."
He got all the boys together, however, and they
set out to pick up the trail if it were possib1e.
Dick Will a P-d George went one way, and Bob
with' Ben and Sam another, the rest taking different directions. At last Dick found the trail
again, fresh footprinL; leading into the wood,
and then in the direction of the tavern .
"The fellow has doubled on his tracks, and
g one back to the, tavern," he said to himself, as
he gave a signal for the boys to join him.
hen
They were all going on at g·eod speed
the y heard shots in the t!irection of the tavern.
Some of the boys had r emained behind to look
after the horses, and these had seen ihe spy , no
doubt, and had fired to si~na l to Dick. The boys
all hurrier] on, and presently struck into the lane
down which Dick had pursued the spy. They
went on in haste, hearing more shots. 'When
they came in sight of the barn they heard mo1·e,
aud hurried on ~o the tavern. Here they found
the boys that had remained behind coming along
a stone wa!l, Aring· up0n a number of redcoJ.ts.
The latter were trying to get at the horses, and
the boys were determined that they s hould not.
Nothing ·was seen of Monks, and it was quite
evident that he had t aken himself off as quickly
as possib'e when reaching the road. The redcoats were some who had been in the tavern, but
there were others, and these had evidently been
brou~ht up by tho~e who had fled from the inn.
"Forward, boys!" cried Dick. "Give it to the
redcoats !"
Then the gallant fellews joined· those at the
wall and poured a lively vo lley upon the enemy.
The latter fell back, but Dick saw tln-.t there
were more in the distance, whom the others had
not yet seen.
"Get in the saddle, h6ys, and be off," said Dick
quietly. "There are more redcoats coming, but
theo:e fellows don't know it as yet."
The boys fired another volley at the redcoats,
and 11;ave a cheer to g!ve them the idea of a
larger force, and then got in the road, mounted
their horses, and made off in haste.
"Did \·ou see Mon ks?" asked Dick of one of
the boys who had stayed bel1ind.
"Yes, Captain, he came up the lane in a hurry
as we began firing on the redcoats who wanted
our horse;;, and t hen he got his own and made off
as fast as he could."
"Looking out for number one," m~ttered Bob.
"That was the safest thing for him to do."
"You drove the redcoats off at first 'r" asked
Dick.
"Yes, but they must have found more, for they
came back, and things were lively for us for a
·
time."
"And likely to be again," muttered Bob, look-
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ing back. "Those fellows have discovered the
other redcoats."
"Never mind, boys," said Dick.

,,
CHj\PTER XII.-Some Bits of Family His:ory.
The redcoats came on, hoping to overtake and ,
capture the plucky fellows who had kept them
at bay.
"Never mind, boys," Dick r epeated. "If these
feHows come on too far some cf the men in camp
will. come out and, anyhow, we can hold the road
agamst them farther on, even with only the
handful we have."
.. "But if the rest hear th~ s.ound of firin.I(' they
~ill come ou t to see what it is about," remarked
Bob.
T he boys rode on and at length reached a point
where they could hold the way against a large
for~e by adopting backwoods tactics. Thev got
behmd walls and fences, trees and bushes and
prepared' to open fire in Indian fashion upon the
enem y the moment they tried to pass t he tum.
On came the redcoats, wondering what had s udd~nly. become of the "young rebels," as t hey
sl~ghtmg ly call ed them. Then, al! of a sudden,
D1ck appeared in the road, upo n black Major.
. "Go back!" he said imperatively. "Go back or
it will be the worse for you!"
"Surrender, :-·ou saucy young rebel!" stormed
the leader of the redcoats.
. Then he c~me on at a dash. Dick disappeared
m a mome1h. Then the muskets and pistols of
the brave boys began to rattle and crack and
h~ng. The. redco~ts quickly discovered that it
'''.ls not go111g to oe as easy a matter to canture
Dick as tLey l!ad s upposed it would be. They
could not see any one to fire at, and yet the diet:;
rang out merr:ly. From wall and rail fence, fr om
bush and from tree the shots were sent whistlino·
toward them and sca rcely one misseJ its mark.
The boys changed their positions frequently an<l
the redcoats }~·ot the idea that there were ·many
morP than was really the case.
9thers were ~oming, too, hearing the sound of
finng, and f~anng that a large force of the ene~1y was com:ng.,. The patriots of the region rat.
h.ecl to the aid o, the gall:mt boys and in a short
tune the _sturdy farmers of the neighborhood
were openmg fire upon the enemy with a wi ll.
There wer.e not many ·of the redcoats and soon,
as more Liberty Boys came up, they found themselves greatly outnumbered and fell back in
haste. ~'he b?YS. ::i~d the farmers pursued them
for a time,. mfhctmg great punishment upon
t?em . • Nothmg was seen of Monks, and it was
likely .h'.lt he had made his ·way to a place of
safety without delay and had not again come out,
knowrn g that th e boys were sure to hold their
own. The boys rode back at length, Bob saying':
"Whenever that spy appears it means an attack by redcoats, but if we don't succeed in catching him, we manage to keep the enemy at a distance, just the same."
"Yes; and these skirmishes ~how them our determination, even if the number engaged is not
large," said Dick.
The boys did not go back to camp at once but
remained as a sort of scouting party, wat~hing
the road, and ready to fly out upon the enemy
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' .the moment they appeared. Th e redcoats did
not come back, however, am! it was likely that
they knew it would be a dangerous matte1· to
do so, for none of them was seen during the rest
of the dav. There were others to watch the road
besides the Liberty Boy s and the brave fellows
a t length returned to the camp. In the morning
Dick and some of the boys were out to see !!ess
and her mother and the old man . . The bovs
1 found them all at home
and glad to see them,
es pecially Bess, who smiled upon the1)1 all, but on
one of them more than the rest.
"You have not see n Hank Dodge, have you?"
asked Bob, with a little chuckle.
"No, I have not, and I don't believe he wants
to see me," laughing. "He thinks I want my
own way too mu ch."
"That's the pot calling the kettle black . He
doesn't want his own way all the time, of
course?"
"Oh, but he th ink s a man ought to have that."
"It will be some time before he is a man," wit h
a laugh. "A real man, 1 mean . Just now he is
only a cub."
''And an ill-natured one at that," said Ben,
with a grin.
"You have not been troubled by these Tories?"
asked Dick.
"No, and things are goin g ver~' nicely, thanks
to the Liberty Boys," gi'atefully . "You have done
a gerat deal for us."
"We want to help every one who needs it,"
Dick replied. "You have not seen Monks?"
"No, nor Mr. Hodge, nor any of the people who
have annoyed us. We are do ing very well. You
have supplied our wood and this morning Zeke
brought up some wild turkeys which will give us
food enough for some time, and ,in fact, everybody seems to be good to us.''
"And no one has said he's going to marry you,"
chuckled Bob.
"No, not yet," and Bess blushed and glanced
unconsciou sly at that particular Liberty Boy.
The boys shortly went away and soon came
upon Hank Hodge chopping· wood at the side of
the road near a farmhouse.
"Hank can chop wood now," said Bob, with a
grin.
" I guess there are no women about," said Bess.
• The young man stopped hi s work and said to
Dick:
"You haven't seen my dad , have you?"
"No, I have not."
"I'd like to have him locked up and made to
pay me what he's cheated me out'n. Couldn't you
make him do it?"
"Why don't you get a lawyer, Hank?" ,
"They want too m uch 1'1'loney," with a growl.
"And you think we will not?"
"Well, you'd be glad to do it to get square on
him for what he clone to you , I reckon."
• "But he didn't do anything to us," with a
smile.
"Well, he called you rebels and he tried to
cheat Bess and he1· mother and you'll want to
get revenge on him, o' course. Every one does,
I reckon."
•
"But why should we do this for you, Hank?"
smiling. "Yell have never been a friend of ours.''
"No, but you'll have a chance to get even on
the old man and then if Bess marries me, I'll be
a rebel like the rest on you.''
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The boys all laughe<l, an <l Dick sai<l:
"I don't. think there is any chance of the i;,irl
marrying you, an<l we are not rebels, either. '
Ju st then a woman came out of the hou se and
said sharply:
"Here, you Hank, you go ahead and split up
that wood and don't go dilly-dall ying your time
away tal king to them boys or you won't get no
dinner! 'Tain't likely they want to talk to sech
as you , anyhow, 'cause they'er all decent boys.''
Hank took up hi s ax and went to work, while
the boys went on, Bob saying ,,·ith a laugh:
"That mu st be pretty tough for Hank, to be
ordered around by a woman when his idea has
always been that they are the ones to be ordered
about."
"He's got a lot to learn," said Ben, "and he
won't take kindl y to it."
They saw Hank h<ud at work for Rome time,
there being a straight stretch of road here so
that they could look back and see him. They
shortly came back, too, and found him still at
work as long as they could see him.
"flank has been so long accustomed to being
driven that it is the only thing he really understands," dec1ared Bob. "Well, as long as he is
at work he is out of mischief, and that's a good
thing for him ."
The boys l'Ode on weir beyond the cam p, still
acting as scouts, as they did not know when they
might ~e e t he redcoats. They were beyond the
point where they had seen Monks the last time
when they met Si Wooten walking along the
road . He edged away from them and muttered:
"You can't do anything to me, you rebels. I
hain'i done nothing."
"I th ink likel y you have," returned Dick, "or
you would not be so ready to say that you had
not. We have not heard of your doing anything,
so we'll let it go, but be careful that we don't
hear of it."
"There's others wus'n me," growled Si.
"There's Rufe Hodge. Why don't you catch
him?"
"You don't know where he is yourself."
"No, an' I wisht I d id, the sn eak ! I'd settle
him. He robbed me fut fair, he did!"
"But ~·ou never robbed any one else. You had
better clear your own skirts first, Si. However,
thc1e are no complaints, as I said, and until there
arc, you are Rafe. I wi\rn you, however, that as
soon as there is a com·µlaint against you and
your evil comrades, you will suffer."
Then the boys went their way and the Tory
went his, but they did not see him again, and the
warning was evidently taken . Riding on till they
reached a bit of especially \\'ild country where
there were woods and hill s on all sides, with a
river running between, they came to an old farmhou se which seemed to be in a state of di lapidation, and yet there wag s moke coming out of th e
chimney and an old man was splitting wood at a
shed near by.
"Hello !" he said, looking up.
"Hello !" " answere d Dick, halting.
"You're
i·ather an old man to be at such work. Don't
you wallt some of us to help you?"
·
"I reckon I would. Huntin' for redcoats, h ey?"
Ben Spurlock got clown from his roan, took the
ax an d set to work cutting firewood.
"We are on the lookout for them," saicl.J)ick.
"Have yo u seen any of them hereabouts?"
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"No, I hain't, but I seen what was 'r.iost as
bad.
I seen that Tory varmint, Bill Monks.
Mebby you know h im'?"
"Yes, we do. He is a spy of the redcoats. You
have seen him, you say'?"
"Yes, and it generally means b·ad luck: Once
w hen I seen him, the house got struck by lightning. Another time the chimney blew down and
another part of t h e r oof blew off. T hen my pigs
was stole and every time I seen him something
h appened. I dunno what it'll be this t.ime. There
ain't much that can , 'less the place catches fire
a n d burns down or I break my leg and can't
work."
"When did you see him'?"
"This morning."
"Alone'?"
"Yes, though he had his bad manners with him,
lik e he always has."
"You saw no redcoats'?"
"No."
"Where did he go ? "
" T hat's a way ," pointing soL1th. "I dunno where
h e 'd been , but I reckon that if he was anywhere
near the camp and there's anything to tell the
redcoats, he'll tell 'em. He used to Jive around
here, you know."
"No , I did not."
"Yes, over yonder in the hollow. The house is
there yet, but I dunno if he ever goes to it any
m ore, unless to hide.':
"He had better keep away from us," sairl Dick,
·"for as sure as we get hold of the scoundrel we
will hang him."
"Well he deserves it fast enough , without mentioning 'the barl luck he's g-iven me, for he's a
thief and a robber and a mean skunk. He puts
his own father out o' doors and broke his wife's
heart and sold out a friend of his'n to the redcoats and Hessians, and all there ain't anything
low that he wouldn't do. I know all al>out Bill
Monks, and sometimes ,I 'most wish I ,~idn't,
'cause that's where all my bad luck began.
Then the old man turned away and began pick- ·
ing up chips, as if he did not care to talk any
more about a disagreeable matter. Dick did not
say ~Tuything to him, but, leading Bob asiJe, he
said:
"I think there is some mystery here, Bob. Why
does the old man know so much about Monks?"
"He has Jived here so long, I suppose. Mon~s
lived in the neighborhood and so he would know
about the man."
"Yes and so would Zeke Sawkins, but Zeke
never ~poke so bitterly against the man as this
old man does."
"Zeke may not have seen so much of him , living in the backwoods."
"Jove! Dick, there is Zeke now," said Bob.
"Talking of angels---"
The hunter came out of the woodi;; on the other
side of the road at this moment and said:
"How do, Captain'? \:Veil, Ezry, seen anything o' that pestiferous son o' youl:'n lately?
Hope not, 'cause it's allus bad luck."
CHAPTER XIII.-The Spy Leaves the Country.
"Yes, I seen him this morning", Zeke," said the
old man, "and I've been wonderin' what piece o'
bad luck'll happen next:
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"~did not know that the mim was your son,"
sa id Dick, "or I would not have spoken so plain.''
"It don't matter, Captain," said the oid man.
"Nobody can speak plainer than me. I lrnow the
feller fro~ the very start, and he's brought !1oth·ipg- but baa luck to his family ever s!nce he was
born. He's a ong·rateful cur what bites th e hand
that feeds him and it'll be the best thing for
him when he's hanged and out o' the way o' do; n•
any more mischief. "
"That's right, Ezry, a nd then you 'll have some
peace, " said Zeke. "The critter's given you nothin' but trouble sence he come inter the world, and
the sooner he goes out'n it, the better for a-ll consarned, himself included.'"
"That's true, Zeke, and you know just as . well
as I do what a pestiferous critter he's been to
everybody what's had anything to do with him."
"That's right, Ezry, he has, but I wouldn't talk
about him, 'cause if you do you may be ~-eeing
him. They do say that if you talk about the Otd
Scratch you'll smelt brims tun, an' we -don't like
the smell o' the stuff."
"No, we don't, but I guess that young fe~l ow
has cut up all the wood I'm likely to use to-day,
and if I have too much somebody mought steal i t

on me4"

"I'll cut more, if you like," said Ben, resting
the ax on the Jog at his feet.
"No, I reckon that's enough."
"Look out, Dick!" whispered Bob. "There's
somebody over there in the woods that I think
means mischief. I just caught a glimpse of his
arm and leg."
Dick stepped aside •and at that moment a shot
rang out and then a bullet went whistling within
a foot of him, narrowly missed the old man and
struck the cabin.
"Afte r him!" cried Dick, fh·ing a shot in the
direction the other h;;d come.
The boys were in the woods in a momeAt, seeing fresh tracks in the snow which · Dick recognized as those of the spy, having seen them before. They hurried on and soon caught a passi11g
glimpse of the man as he made a.cross a lit tle
opening and then plunged into the woods. The
snow was deep here and it was difficult travel ing ,
but it was as bad for the spy as for the boys, and
they hu rried on, hoping to come in sight of him
again. They did, for a moment only, and Bob
fired a shot at him, but could not tell if it had
been effective or not. The boys spread out s'.l
as to prevent .the man from doubling on his
tracks as he had clone before, and at last came
into a clearing where there was a house, once
quite pretentious, but now sadly neglected and
fast going to ruin.
"This must be where he Jives," said Bob, "but
it's in worse condition than the old man's cabin.''
"Surround it, boys," said Dick. "He may try to
escape."
The boy hurried around both sides of the house
to the rear. There were no footprints in the rear
as there were at the front and the boys knew that
no one had come out. The man had entered, bu t
had not left the place and must be in there at
that time. The door at the front was evidently
barred on the inside, but Dick would not Jet anv
of the boys risk going to it, for fear that Mo nk~
might shoot at the~n.
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"Come out of there, Monk s!" he shouted . "We
•
:mow that you are there!"
There was no answer and everything seemed
;;till and dwd in the house. The fresn ,footprints
leading to the front door wer~ the only thing to
sh ow that there was any life about tht place and
these were a tell-tale sign that could not be di~,
puted.
"We shall have to go after him," said Dick,
"but be careful how ybu apprnach, boys. He may
be lurking in some dark c.o rner, ready to fire upon
the first one who appears."
"Can't we batter the door down, Dirk, and then
do the sai11e for the rear, and let in the light?"
•
•
asked Bob.
"We could, but ther~ is sure to be some dark
corner in a place so neglected as this, and that
is where he will hide. We must have him out,
however."
"Don't vou s mell smoke?" asked Ben Spurlock at th.at moment.
"Yes, I do, and I see it,'" answerecl Bob. "There
it is , at the door, curling out through a crack at
the top."
Just then one of t he boys at the back of the
house . called out that th.ere was Rmoke coming
.
out at rnme of the boarded-up windows.
"He has made a fire so that we cannot get m
,,
without being stifled." declared Bo~.
"Yes, but how will he escape himself, Bob?
asked Dick.
"There may be a place upstairs wh ere he can
.
get and not suffer from it."
· The buys reported that the smoke was pouring
out worse than ever and t~ y could see th_at there
was more coming out at the door. Then 1t began
to come out at the roof and there was a warm
smell about it that showed that ~he fire was growing hotter and would soon show itself. It was 1~ot .
long, in fact, before a mass _of black smoke pou1 ed
from one of the lower windows, and then the
b oard s rnddenly fell out and a columi: of flame
darted out. Then the front door fell. m, revealing a fierv furnace within, into which no one
would venture. Then flames burst out from all
the lower vJindo·w s and in a few moments from
the upper ones as well.
"There is no living in that furnace of fire ,"
muttered Bob; "but where is M~nk s ?"
"Do you think he would perish there, rather
than co.me out?" asked Ben.
" I don't know," said D ick.
"Could he have gotten out any other way, unknown to us?"
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"Only by some underground ·passage, and of
course we don't know if there is any or not."
"And we can't find out now, very well."
The fire grew hotter and hotter till the whole
interior of the house was lik.e a seething caldron.
The roof fell in and the flames shot high in air.
Then from all the windows and doors fiery
tongues shot out, the heat being so great that
the boys were obliged to step back a considerable
distance. Nothing was seen of Monks and some
of the boys did not believe that he had remained
in the place after the fire had gotten under way.
"The fellow was a coward, from all that we
kn ow of him," said Ben, "and I am certain that
he would not remain there to be burned up. We
certainly would have seen something of him if he
had been there."
"I am inclined . to side with Ben on that," declared Bob.
Others thought that the man may have been
s uffocated before he could get out and that he
had peri shed in the flames. The fire burned more
fiercely, and at last the walls fell in with a
crash and only the tall s torn:~ ~nd brick chimney
.
was left standing.
"What do you think, Dick?" asked Bob, as the
boys went away.
"I don't know what to think," said Dick "but I
do not think we will ever see the man ag~in."
The boy s went to the hou se after the fire was
all out and everything was cold, and found a
passage leading from the cellar into the woods.
There wa s never any trace of Monks found in the
ruin s and no one could say that he had perished
in the flames. As no one in that part of the
country ever saw him there again, however, no
one could say that he had not. No one ever saw
or heard of the m.an a~ain in those parts, and
whether he ·were ahve or dead always remained a
mystery. The majority of the persons in the district believed that he had escaped from the fire
and had been killed later in the battle of Monmouth, but this could not be proven, for no one
in tha~ sectio_n or amon~ the Liberty Boys ever
saw him -agarn. The Liberty Boys remained at
Valley Forge till the spring opened and then operated in the neighborhood and as far as Philadelphia till the evacuation of the city by the British .
They saw Bess from time to time after that, and
a year or two after the conclu sion of the war one ·
of them made her his wife.
/

Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
BOYS' FORCED MARCH; OR, CAUGHT IN A
TERRIBLE TRAP."

LOOK HERE
, 'MOVING PICTURE STORIES" is co nstantly trying to
please its readers. W e have therefore arranged to print
a very interesting account o f the affairs of Anatole in the number
to be issued next w eek. Perhaps we should explain what we
mean by Anatole. If you care to find out, get a copy of Moving
Picture Stories No. 450, out August 12, and your curiosity will be
gratified . .
•
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CURRENT NEWS
TAKES BONE FROM OWN HIP.
apples for cider, let the cider freeze for a couple
George Edward Bhnchette, of Middletown, N . of months, add some rais ins and other flavoring
Y., who spent nine months overseas and was and they get a beverage which would make a
wounded, has succeeded in removing from his good country cousin to Paris champagne. The
hip a piece of bone which has troubled him f ? r per cent. of "kick" in each of these fo u :· cl rinks
some time. Blanchette, who was in Company varies with age.
I, 107th Infantry, has been in fourtee n hospital s
overseas and in this country, and yet the piece
of bone eluded all surgeon s. The wound, caused
ENVELOPES MADE OF BAMBOO.
by bullets, ha s healed several times, only to
break out again. The troublesome bone, as it
Some years ago American soldiers in the Philmoved about, pricked him like a pin.
ippine Isla nds learned a lesson from the natives
Finally, as he lay_ in bed, Blanchette determ- that appeared in their correspondence with the
ined he would get that bone. His brother, .Tohn, folks at home. Now, during the Spani sh occuwho served in the 106th Field Artillery, was with pation every native inhabitant was compelled to
~im and with his assistance it was soon done.
carry a paper that was nominally a tax receipt,
The bone was a small jagged piece, with rfin- but really was a means of identification and conlike points, and Blanchette is keeping it a s a trol on the part of the Spanish.
souvenir.
Any native who could not at any moment produce thi s receipt showing that he had paid his
taxes for the last or current year wa s subject to
AIRPLANE AS CABLE LA YER.
arrest and imprisonment, and it w.as very easy to
A s ix-mile stretch of land telegraph cables deny the receipt to men whom the authorities
was laid and put in service in eight minutes by thought they had reason to suspect.
a plane that came from its station 40 miles away
The Filipino native rarely had a safe means
in Sweden recently. Of the eight minutes, six of carrying papers. Any paper not well prowere spent in flight and the other two in making tected is likely to be devoured by ants in a very
connections, according to Elec trical R eview. short time. And yet the man must have hi s tax
Great possibilities, both military and commercial, receipt with him in orde r to travel from village
are seen by air se rvice officei·s in this new enter- to villag~ or go about his business safely.
prise. Equipment of planes for cable laying is
the Filipinos devised a means of protectsimple and inexpensive. Th e cable is unreeled ingSotheir
receipts. T~ey took a slender piece of
from the machine in flight with a flag marker at bamboo,
say half or three-quarters of an inch
the end to guide signalmen on the ground to it. in diameter,
hollowing it out to the joint, which
When over · the point at the other end of the they
to stop one end. Then they took anstretch of ground to be covered the wire is cut other left
of the same size and from the end
from the reel and the free end weighted, marked which piece
another joint whittled a cover
and dropped. The men below merely have to for th e included
which fitted snugly on. Then they
pick it up and connect it to begin talking with rolled uptube,
th e tax receipt, inse rted it within the
the forces at the other end.
bamboo tube, put on the cover, and so closed it
against the ants and against dampness.
The ends of the bamboo wer~ rounded and it
ALL ENGAGED GETTING ELDERBERRY could be carried conveniently in a pocket in the
BLOSSOMS·.
trouser;;, where it was always ready to be subIt is elderberry blossom time throughout the mitted to the Spanish official.
When our soldiers arrived in the Philippines
Middle West. Farmers and scores of automobilists from the cities can be seen daily scouring they found it much eas ier to get a scrap _of pathe whole countryside gathering th eir yearly per of some sort on which to write a letter than
supply of blossom s for a beverage, whi ch th ey to find a safe and suitable envelope. Seeing
claim to be a littl e more than one-half of 1 per thes e cnnvenient tax receipt cases in the !lands
cent. It is th e real elderberry blossom wine, of thP natives, it occurred to the soldier:. that
more popularly known as "elderberry blo." One they would se rve very well for envelope:,. and
quart of the blossoms will make approximately they put them to that use-either purcl: asing
one gallon of wine, the farmers say. And they them from the natives, u sing those belong-;ng to
predict a "wet year" from th e bumper crop of Filipino soldiers who had been killed tir •ma);ufacturing new tubes from bamboo.
blossoms.
The farmer s have, so far as known, four ways
It was not necessary, a s they found, to p rovidt>
of allaying th e thirst causeti by the well-known the bamboo tubular envelope with a w11ittled
amendment: During the early part of the spring cover when it was u sed in Uncle Sam's mails.
they make a beverage from maple sap which All that need be done was to put a p in through
they call "sugar-water beer," but which is far the tube at the open end. This prevented the
from being water; , late spring is the time for rolled message from working loose. No ink or
gathering dandelion blossoms- for "dandy wine;" pasted label was necessary for the envelope. The
at the prMent date they are looking to the fu- soldier simply cut on the b:amboo with his _kn,ife
ture for the success of their elderberry brew- the name anc! address of the person to whom the
ing, and during the fall months they gather crab letter was sent.
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no possibility of e scaping, just at this juncture,
for they were in view of the Ragtowners busily
engaged in beaching the logs further down
stream.
But T im had a good plan, and this he unf olded to Andy Henderson in g r eat haste.

By Ralph MC'rton
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XXII. (continued.)
Ha d it not been .for the clever balancing of the
two lumbermen amidships of the canoe, they
would have gone in with the twain for an icy
plunge bath.
"That was close!" muttered Tim.
"Steady, she's dipping!" grunted Andy.
"All right!"
.
The two held themselves very low, and by
good fortune an d good work they kept the b<!at
upright, although a good deal of water was shipped aboard.
Horwever their clothes were waterproof as far
as their a;mpits and so they did not mind.
In the water BO'b and the other man struck
out for shore, a~d by dint of hard swi~ing a~d
puffing and blowing they reached it. Their
plunge was a bitt~r one,_ and i! it had been
below freezing at this particular tlme they would
had a bitter time of it.
They ran along the bank, trying to warm "1p,
and swearing like pirates.
"Catch that canoe!" they yelled.
"Stop them, they a r e trying to escape! "
But Tim and Andy were · helpless enough, and
so they remained quietly where they were. Their
arms were tightly bound behind their backs, and
they waited for their captors to stop the craft.
A man riding two bobbing logs poled himself
along to the side o.f the canoe and stepped in,
using his pole to push them ashore, for the paddJes had been carried into the water by the
ducked ones.
"Get those paddles!" screeched Bob Gordon,
and one of the •men further down the stream
caught them.
"Now, pull this canoe ashore, and you two
fellows get out. I believe for the life of me that
you tipped that canoe together, SQ as to throw
us 1mt. For two cents I'd beat the truth out of
you," cried Gordon, feroci<;>usly . .
His wet clothes and chilled limbs made him
more anxious than ever for another drink, but
he glowered at the two bound fellows, a s though
he wcmld eat them alive.
"Well, hit us if you are so far down as all
that, as to strike at bound men," said Tim, calmly. "I don't fear you, Bob, nor all your gang
here."
Gordon raised his right hand and was about
to send a cowardly blow straight between the
eyes of the unfrightened youth, when he left
aslfamed of himself, and dropped his own glance
to the ground. ·
"Oh, well I" he muttered.
.
He turned and hunied to the bank. The othe<r
men followed, and Tim and Andy were left to
thei{ o;w)l 4e"Yi<;~!3 for a few .min11tes. T~ere w~s

CHAPTER XXIII.
How Liquor Lost the Day for the Gang.
Tim and Andy car ried themselves calmly and
quiet a s church mice, while the crew of toughs
busily worked at th e formation of rafts.
"They are building two, one of them on each
shore," said Tim, in a low voice, the next morning, after they had b een given a .meager meal.
~e gang had encam ped that night and the
mysterious appearance of .some tents and blankets, with suffici ent food to serve th eir appetites,
gave proof that their whole campaign of evil had
b een carefully planned b efor e the raid itself.
"Men , those f ellows are apt to be down stream
after u s thi s morning, and so we must get
away," said Bob Gor don with a nervous laugh
a s h e looked up the wide br ook.
"They can't speed up any fa ster than we did,
and we had a day's start of them. These tw&
fellows had the only canoe on the stream #at this
time of yea r," answered one of his companions.
"That's right, I reckon," agreed Bob, "but we
must be wary. The rafts are all ready now, and
we can shove them off this forenoon . We even
have sweeps made, and in place on tj1e hind end
of each, for good steering down stream."
"Watch every opportunity," muttered Tim.
Andy gave him a determined wink which
meant that he would risk anything and everything for success in this last chance to :make
their escape.
"What are you going to do with us, Gor.don,"
asked Tim, with an unaffrighted laugh.
Gordon scowled at him.
"Well, you will find that out before night. This
river which stretches out there before us is thl'eequarters of a mile wide, and two men .can attend to your wants in that canoe. I'm much
o'bliged for your bringing it along," said he.
"You're welcome. Always to oblige a friend/'
said Tim. "But I hope you give _us a little more
to eat this time, for we are almost famished for
food."
"I ain't had enough to eat for two days," said
Andy, piteously, as he smacked his lips.
.
"Well, we won't starve you, if you keep quiet,"
said Gordon, and he turned away to finish the directions to his men.
The rafts were ready to shove off, and after
a final meal the men pushed them on into the
brook, and the canoi took the fi r st long one by
a line, working it little by little into the stream.
It was a long and heavy raft, with all the
men pushing on poles, working the sweep, and
the tug of the canoe, they m~naged to g_et it at
last out into the big strong surrent of the great
northern :river which rushed down toward the
sea.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
RESTLESS PLYMOUTH RO_CK.
For the second time in four months, Plymouth
Rock has been moved. On December 21, after
the canopy over the rock was torn down the
boulder was moved aboi.:t fifty feet.
T!Hee
guards have watched over 1t mght and day smce.
To do away with these. guard.s the. r?ck was
again moved and placed m a bnck bu1ldmg. The
windows have been baned and the door securel y
locked. Of course the end of the perambulations is not yet.
ONE-THIRD

OF AMERICAN CREWS
NATIVE.
I
A recent report of the Depa;rtme~~ of Commerce giving a list of the national!t1es . of the
crews' of American merchant vessels,. discloses
the gratifying .fact th~t nearly o.ne-th1~d of the
crews of Amencan ships are native.-bo1n. Thus
out of 25 264 officers, 16,803 a re n a tive-born, and
6 985 an; na turalized citizen s. Of 155,024 men,
50,966 are nati ve-b orn and 10,898 .are. n atur aliz!!d
citizens. Of foreigners, the Br1t1sh account for
518 officers an~ 21,261 men; the Norwegians for
263 officers and 5,938 m en; and 43 officers and
- 16,528 men are Spanish.
LAD GETS DEGREE.
To have the privilege of writing B.A. or the
equivalent after your name before the age of
twenty in these days of long pr~par.ator~ school
courses and stiff entra1~ce ~xammat1?n s 1s qmte
an achievement.
BenJa'Um F .. M1chtom, the
youngest member of the g;raduatmg cl'.1-ss '.lt. .th e
University of Pennsylvama, boasts this d1stmction.
Michtom, "1ho hails from Bro.oklyn,_ was twenty
years old July 13, and he r eceived his degree as
a Wharton School graduate June 15.
Coming from the Boys' High Sc~ool. of Br{)oklyn, he matricula ted at the umvers1ty 111 September, 1917.
TRAP

IN

HOT E L PLUMBING SOLVES
MYSTERY .
Mrs. c. C. Coddington of Charlotte, N. C., put
two diamond rings in a glass near a "'as~stand
· a room sh e and her husb and occupy m the
Vanderbilt Hotel the ?ther night. Half an hour
later she missed h er r mgs.
.
.
Search was made by hotel employees. m vam.
In the morning M. C: S.caffer. of . the m sura~ce
underwriters made . an m-yestigat10n, and ~v1th
J ohn F . Keegan, chief engmeer of the hotel, examined the plumbing lead1.ng from .Mrs. Coddington's sixteenth floor suite. Openm~ a trap
in the basement leading into a large .mam under
the sidewalk they found one of the nngs, valued
at $4,500. The other ring. has. not yet been recovered. Mr. Coddington is said to be a cotton
broker.
ABOUT WOOD PULP.
T here are two kinds of pulp u sed in the making of paper One is ground wood p ulp and th ':!
ot h er is sulphurous acid pulp. A mixture of

bot h is nece:.,.;ary to give the paper the proper
consistency.
In making the ground wood pulp the wood
blocks are forced against the face of a large revolving grindstone with a p ressure of 125 pouna:-;
the squarn inch. The wood fibres are broken up
and separated, and the resulting product is
known as ground wood pulp. 'l'he blocks are fed
into the ston e grinders from magazines on the
floor above. The magazines are kept full of
wood, and as one block is disposed of another
settles into place in the grinders by the natural
la w of gravity. As it leaves the grindstones the
pulp is extremely hot, owing to the va st amount
of friction generated in the grinding. I n order
to keep down thi s heat, as well as to bring the
pulp into a lif'uid state so th at it cap be easily •
pumped, wate1· is con stantly sh:iwere'd upon th e
stones.
·
Th is hot ma ~ s of pulp is next pumped into
the screen room, where the portion of the mixture which is fine enough passes through a fi nely perforated copper cylinder.
That portion
which is rej ected is eithe1 reground or u sed for
cardboard or heavy paper. Ufjon removal of th e
surplu s water the pulp is reac!y to be mixed with
the other ingredients to be turned into the news
print. Approximately one cord of wood is required to produce one ton of ground wood pulp.
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John May's trun to sing, he curiously enough selected the old rhyme:
"'For who can tell whel"e we may be,
To be happy another year?'

"We all seized the idea as appropriate after
the doctor's croaking, and we shouted out th e
I am well aware the subject I am ti.king up is chorus with loud laughter and many sidelong hits
a well-worn one. Indeed, it seems almost im- at his supers_t ition. He still seemed very uneasy,
pertinent to apyroach it at all. However, the in- and when dmner was over, he said to . me: 'I
terest of "trenching on the boundaries of an- wish I had made that discovery before.'
" 'Before the soup came round?' I answered
other world" still seems adequate to the inexhaustible supply of ghost stories at most per- laughing. 'No, don't wish that, sir, or it would
sons' comm~nd, so I will venture to add to the- h ave gr(Jwn cold while we were waiting for numlist of those which have already appeared in ber fou rleen .'
"The r!octor groaned and turned away.
these pages, by relating two or three strange
"It may scarcely be believed, but it is an actual
facts which have come within the range of my
own personal experience. The first was related fact, that before two months had passed, I and
to me not long ago by a captain in the navy. several others who had heen present at the dinIt will, perhaps, be more forcible if given in the ner, assisted in dragging the corpse of poor John
May out of the harbor. He had fallen into the
narrator's ·o wn words.
over some barges to reach
"When I ~as sub-lieutenant on board the - - , water while stepping was
lying beyond them and
sh ip's boat which
stationed at Marseilles, an event happened which the
'
made a remarkable impression upon me. The was almost instantly drowned.''
The second incident I have to relate happened
doctor of our ship was a great friend of mine.
He was a clever, and thoroughly estimable man, to a young married lady. She was a gentle
but he had one failing. He was extremely super- Madonna-like creature, the very last person i~
stitious. No old wQman ever gave more credence the world who wou_ld seem a likely subject for
to signs and omens than he did, and he was an supernat~ral experiences. She lived with her
husband m a country rectory some miles from a almost abject fatalist.
town. At the time _I speak of, she was confined
"One evening we had all sat down to dinner in to
recovering £rom an illness, the nathe wardroom, the doctor presiding at the head tureherof bed,
which rendered it necessary that she
of the table. We were as usual a very merry shou ld be carefully guarded from any kind of
party, and jokes were circulating freely. The shock.
soup and fish had j u st been remove<l, when we
9ne day'. on awakening from. a .Jong sleep, she
0bserved the doctor'& face suddenly change, while
he looked around with an expressioft- of great sa~ 1d f.o _her husband, who was s1ttmg beside her :
v\ 1lham, I have had such a curious dream I
•
anx iety.
though_t I saw .your mother, Lady - - , lying 'on
" 'Halloo, doctor! one or two of 1:1s exclaimed, a bed m the middle of the room, quite stiff with
'what's the matter?'
a she~t thrown over her as if she we!"e dead. Has
"His face grew whiter and whiter, and rising anythmg happened?"
up, he said, in a voice. trembling with emotion: . H er husb~nd s.ooth_ed her, and a&sured her that
"Stop the dinner. For mercy sake, stop the 1t was but 1magrnat1on, as he had heard no bad
However, shortly afterward, she said
news.
dinner!"
again:
"'Why?' was the simultaneous query.
"I am su~·e something has happened. I was
"'We are thirteen at table!'
half alseep Just now, and I thought I saw a man
"A loud laugh greeted this reply.
"'Is that all'!' we asked, for we thought the on horseback come to the back kitchen window
doctor must at least have discovered that the and dediver a telegram written on black-edged
paper." •
soup and 'fish were poisoned.
Her husband endeavored to calm her fears but
"'We must not go on. · It is certain death to
one of us,' gasped the doctor; ' we must send sfie '-:-'as str.ongly _impressed with a sense of im·
for some one else directly to make up fourteen.' p~ndmg evil, whi.ch neither his exertions nor
those of the nurse could succeed in dispelling.
"In vain we laughed and protested. In vain
That same afternoon a telegram was delivered
we endeavored to point out that the harm, if any, at the house exl\ctly in the manner Mrs - - had
was already done. Nothing would satisfy the foreseen, with tbe exception of the pap.er not bedoctor but that a fourteenth should be procured, mg black-edged. It contained . the intelligence
at all hazards. We grew weary of opposition and th~t her husband's mother had actually died at
ou r dinner was growing cold, so at last we gave Wiesbaden on the preceding day! A photograph
in, and the mess steward was dlspatched on deck ?f that_ lady was taken after her death, on seeto find the first person he could. He pitched mg which Mrs. - - declared that it preci ~ely
unon a man on watch, a gunner named John resembled the figure she had beheld in her dream
May.
The third coincidence of the kind which ha~
"The dinner proceeded as me:t:;l'ily as ever, our come under my notice t is a well-authenticated
ro~ gh and sornevrhat bashful guest appearing to
one, as it happened to my own mother. She was
enJOY our good fare. At dessert the hilarity then a. girl of fifteen, living in a seclu ded country
reached its heigh~, .and we propos~d song after house m Ireland, and at the time I speak of most
song, and toast after toast. When it came to of the family were away, and she was at home
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lone :..Vith governess who had long been in delicate health. One summe r's evening thi~ lady
was lying on the sofa in the schoolroom, nea1· a
long French window which opened on to th e
lawn. My mother was sitting oppo;;ite to her,
reading, when, happening to look up from !:er
book, she saw entering through the window a
spectral-look ing man, whose outline was not
clearly distinguishab le in the twilight, and who
advanced to the sofa where the governess was
lying, seemed to clasp her in his aims, and then
as suddenly disappear. My mother uttered a
cry, and the governess asked her what was the
matter.
"Did you not see· that man?" cried my mother,
who was almost fainting w:th terror. "Did you
not feel him clasp you in his arms? What could
he want? Was he a robber? Oh, he looked so
dreadful!"
As usual in Ireland, there were a great many
tramps about the place, and there w ere frequ ent
disturbances among the peasantry. 'l'he governess, though , she ha.d seen and felt nothing, was
seriously alarmed . The vvhole_ hou s~ '~'as a i·ou ..;ed,
and "the servants, axmed w1th p1tcnfo!h, fireirons sti cks and every weapon they could iay
their'hands upon, vvent out to search the gr~unds
for the mysterious stranger my mother, Miss
Fannv," had seen.
Ho~vever, no trace of any one--no footstep s
could be discovered, and at last the search was
abandoned, and "Mi s~ Fannr" wa~ sent to bed,
rather in disgrace for havmg given so much
trouble about a supposed robber, who had only
.
existed in her imagination.
, My mother could not forget it, and was po5itive she had seen the men enter the room . ~x
actly upon that day month .the governes8 die~.
Some ti.me afterward a portion of th e house rn
whi~h my mother li ved Wl_l=> pulled. down, an.d a
new wing was added. wl11ch '?ccas10ned vanou s
excav::itions . to be made. D:unng these a quan tity cf hum'.l.n rem ai:is we re di scovered, which g:we
rise to the susnicion th at the house must have
bee:-i built on the site ~f an old graveyard. Immedi a tely under the wmdow of the s~h?olroom,
wh ich w a~ in the oldest part of th e bm.lc~ing, th e
wh ole skeleton of a man was d1smte1·1·ed.
·wh ether this may in any. way acc~mnt for th e
appearance of the mystenou s 'figure which my
moth<-'r t'.l thi s d::iy rem embers, can only be con·
jectured.
TIN CANS AS FUEL; BURN IN FURNAC E.
It might be left to the expert metallurgist to
say whether or 1~ot there is any material quantity of heat evolve:.! in the burning of tin cans,
and if so just what their "fuel value" is, says
the Scumtific American. As an efficient and sanitary means for di sposing of them there can be
no question regarding th eir cremation.
That almost any quantity cf tin cans can be
conveniently disposed of by burning in an ordinary hot air or steam hou se-heating furnace
cannot be generally known to householders at
large or there would be fewer bnck yards, vacant lots and dumps cluttered up with this unsightly and unsanitary kind of Fefuse. A s usually thrown out without the formality of rinsing, they are "smelly." and where they not inI
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f1equenily lodge they collect rain water :rnd become mo·st luxuriant breeding }>laces for Hies -'rnd
mosquitoes. All this could be readily avoided by
simply "firing" the cans into t~e furnace along
with the other fuel. The burnmg of a tm can,
as any other combustible, is a proc~s s of oxidation. Oxidation t"kes place slowly m the ~p~ce
above the fue l bed because then if the fire is mtel!igently handled and the re i;; a maximum of
"air dilution" there will be no great amount. of
free oxygen. As the cans are allowed to s ink
deeper and deeper into the fuel bed, and, fin ally,
into the un derlying bed of a shes, they encounter
more and more free oxygen which, at a compa:atively high temperature, soo n result~ m their
almost conrnlete disappearanc e.
fo order that they may be got rid of a s quickly
as possible, it is best to put them into the furnace before firing on fresh coal. They should
not be "poked" (neither should burning coal for
that matter, except in very rare incidents ), but
left a lone to sink gradually down to, and finally
through, the grateo,, in which t here will be nothing left of them but a fow scattered fragments
of brit tle oxide. It may be remarked that practi cally all other refuse from the house can be
disposed of in th e same way.

MADE 1 CENT INTO :;;;.
A youthful financial genius, who discovered
that the diameter of a penny pla ced 0 11 a surface car track was increased t o approx imately
that of a quarter by the pressure of the car
;vheels , and th at the piece of flattened bronze
passed current for the large r coin in a sl ot machi;ne, met disaster l'ecently. F our boys, one cf
them believed t o be-the originator of the scheme,
were alTeste,l in the Grand Central Terminal by
Louis Matl insky, an agen t for a sbmp ve nding
machine, with offices at 522 Fifth Avenue. They
were taken to the East Fifty-first Strnet Station
and paroled in th e cu stody of their parents for
an appearance in the Children's Court.
T he four boys were Vincent and Joseph Zebronsky, 10 and 12 years old, Leonard Bishop, 10
years old, and Geo rge Barrett, 12 years old.
:r-;one of th em admitted th e distinction of thinking up the plan to u se the malleability of copper to increase the purchasing power of a cent
twr>nly-four fold .
l\Iatinsky told the police that th e stamp-vending machines in the Grand Central Terminal had
been almost fill ed of late with flattened cents and
that a calculati on, ba sed on the · number of
st:imps mi ssing and the number of enlarged coins
received, indicated that each of the latter had relea sed twelve two-cent stamps, or twenty-four
ones.
While on guard the other day, Matinsky said,
he saw four boys come to a machine and one of
them drop in a coin. The bell rang twelve times,
he said, indicating the delivery of twelve stamps.
Matinsky followed the boys to Vanderbilt Avenue and saw them place pennies on the tracks of
the Madison Avenue car li ne an d pick up the
flattened coins after a car had passed, according
to his story. H e arrested all four on their return to the terminal and brought them t o the
police station.
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1TEMS OF INTEREST
CROW, AFLAME, BURNS HAY.
A crow a lighted on a heavily charged electric
wire of the Niagara Power Company recently
and wa s in stantly electrocuted, falling a blazing
mass into a field of uncut hay near Spencerport,
eight mi les from Rochester, N. Y.
The field caught fire, causing a loss of several
hundred dollars.
FISH BY AIR DELIVERY.
Madrid's daily supply of fish may be brought
from th e seashore by means of airplanes if a
plan under discussion is adopted.
Fresh sea food is extremely scarce in the capital at present, and it is to remedy this condition th a t th e afrplane plan ha s been suggested.
The journey from the coast wou ld take a~out
three h ou rs inst ead of the twenty-four requ ued
by railroad freight t r ain s.
4,000-POUND AIR BOMB PLANNED BY
U.S. ARMY .
Plans are being drawn by ar.my ordnance ue. signers fo r an areal bomb to weigh . 4!000 ~ound s,
far in excess of a ny before conceived m the
United States. It is to contain approximately
60 per cent. or 2,400 poun ds, of TNT. and will
be one of the most deadly of all missiles known
in mod ern warfare.
Up to the present the largest bombs designed
·weigh 2,000 pounds. These alrealy have bE'.en
adopted a s standard armament, although with
bombs weighing 1,100 pounds, 600 pounds, 300
pounds and 400 pounds r espectively, all of which
contain about 60 per cent. TNT.
ENTIRE

TOWN

TO BE REMOVED TWO
MILES.
Removal of the entire town of American Falls,
Idaho with its population of 2,000, two or three
miles 'to a new site hi gher than its present location is to be attempted within a few months by
engi'neers working on a huge irrigation project.
Waters of the Snake River, on which American .Falls is located, are to be dammed, according to present plans, and will be u sed to reclaim
some 300,000 or more acres of arid land now
given over to the sage brush.
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Engineers say the project is one of the largest
ever attempted. The big dam itself will have
dn a butment of one mi1e in length, will be 60
feet high and will have a base sufficiently strong
to stand an additional 30 feet should it ever be
deemed necessary to add to its height.
The big reservoir to be filled by the waters
backing up from the dam, will cover some 76
square miles and will have an impbund of 3,000,000 square feet. Its waters will extend from
American Falls to Blackfoot, a distance of about
20 miles. The reservoir will have a shore line
of 'n early 100 miles a nd at its widest point it will
b e four miles across and, in places 90 feet deep.
Besides movin g the town of American Falls, itwill be necessary to tear up the Oregon Short
Line Railro ad and move it to higher bench land.
A r ail r oad bridge will be razed and a new one
con structed farther up the Snake River . The
Idaho Power Compa ny ' s plant furni shing light
and power to the s outhea stern section of the
State will b e r emoved.
The dam site has been su1-veyed and preliminary work in the form of drilling for a solid
rock foundation has been started.

LAUGHS
"Yes," boasted an overdressed individual.
"I
make my clothes last. Thi s hat is an example
of my thrift. Bought it three years ago had it
blocked twice, and exchanged it once fo; a new
one at a cafe."
·
A reporter was interviewing Thomas A . Edison. "And you, sir," he said to the inventor
"made the first talking machine?" "No" Mr'
Edison rep lied, "the first one was made ldng be~
fore my time-out of a rib."
It was a broiling hot day, and the woman who
came ru shing up to the railway station all out of
bre.ath, was. obt> iou sly anxious. "Oh," she exclaimed, . excitedly, to the station master, "has the
n<!xt tram gone yet?"
"Jones is not looking very prosperous.
I
thought his wife had money!" "She had." "Then
how do you account for Jones' look of poverty?"
"She still has it."
·
"What is yonr idea of economy?" a sked on~
"Making .everybo.dy except my constituents g et a long with a s little money as possible," re plied the other.
s t~te sman .

Millionaire (to a begg-ar)-Be off with you
this minute! Beggar-Look 'ere, mister, the only
difference between you and me is that you are
makin' your second million, while I am still workin' at my first.
Little Willowdean, walking with her mother,
stumbled several times over the rough pavement.
Her mother said: "What is the matter, daughter?" "Nothing's the matter with m e," she indignantly replied. "It's the ground is too thick
in places."
'
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
mink. The tree is about 40 feet in height and 18
inches in circumference when full grown, and the
natives use its juice as we do milk, it being perfectly harmless and mixing well with water. The
Cingalese have a tree they call "Kiri'.1ghuip_a,"
which yields a. fluid in all respects like milk,
while in the forest of Para grows a tree called
the "Massenodendro n" which gives a milk-like
juice. It can be kept for an indefinite time and
shows no t endency to become sou r. On the other
hand, certain trees in the valleys of Aragua a nd
in Canagua yield a similar fluid, which, when exposed to the air, begins to form a kind of cheese
which very soon becomes sour. In t!i.e Canary ·
.
STUCK TO FARM HOME.
Islands there is a tree called " Tabaya Dolce," of
As a home-loving w6man Mrs. J. B. Henning- which the milk, t hickened in a jelly, is considered
um, who lives on a farm about nine miles from a delicacy.
Belton , Tex., is believed to have no compeer. For
forty- seven years she was contented to make her
home upon the farm without ever visiting Bel- PROSPECTORS SEEK LOST RIVER OF
GOLD.
ton, the county seat.
It was only when summoned to appear in court
earching for a lost river-a river of gold-will •
there as a witness in a case a few days ago that
undertaken this year by several prospectors,
be
went
and
isolation,
of
record
long
her
she broke
t-0 town. She said that she always found her including oldtimers from the Yukon and Alaska,
household duties interesting and that s he never who are now here outfitting for the Ion~ journey
.had any desire to visit around. Even with the into the North country. The lost nver bed,
adoption of the motor car by most of the farmers where the Peace River once flowed , is someas a means of traveling, Mrs. H ennington was where in the big bend of the P eace, bisected by
a line drawn from Fort St. John to the mouth
content to remain at home.
of th e Battle River.
Some years ago an Indian brou ght into Fort
LEFT HER JF.WELS WORTH $25,000 UNDER
St. John a fair-sized gold nugget which, accordMATTRESS IN A HOTEL.
Jewels worth $25,000 were found in a chamois ing to the tale told by old timers of t he North, he
bag under a mattress in the IWz-Carlton Hotel, discovered in a stream in the country to the
Atlantic City, .Tuly 8, after the police of three northeast of the post.
Soon after this an old trapper,. a white man,
cities had instituted a search for them. They
consi sted of a string of pearls and some dia- who made Fort St. John his headquarters, came
mond rings, the property of Mrs. Thomas L ewis, into the fort with a quantity of c:iarse gold which
wife of a Wilkes-Barre attorl)ey, who spent the he had was hed from some stream in ·a similar
Fourth there. Mrs. Lewis did not miss them direction to that from which the Indian hailed.
He n ever visited his trap lines after this, livuntil ;;he arrived home. Thinking s he had been
robbed on the train, Mrs. Lewis notified the ing on th e fat of the land in carefree idleness at
Wilk.es-Barre, Philadelphia and Atlantic City the post. He often disappeared, whe.never his
supplies of necessaries ran low, and would be
police.
away for a few days, always returning • with a
fresh wpply of gold.
GOLD ON IOWA FAR M.
This aged trapper lived in this manner for a
Gold and silver have been discovered on the
Bernard Smith farm, seven miles north of Em- 11umber of years. H e died, as many trappers
metsburg, La., according to reports from a Chi- and north country men have, on the trail. His
body was found frO"Zen. -With him went his secago assay office.
A large section of the country along the Des cret, he never having told to anyone the location
Moines River is underlaid by great gravel beds of his find. The books of the Hudson's Bay Comin which the g old and silver are said to have pany still contain a large credit account in the
name of the old trapper.
been found.
Northmen, who tell the story of the mystic ElBernard Smith, while digging postholes noted
shiny particles in the gravel, and he sent sam- dorado north of the Peace, declare that the gold
was only available after a heavy fall of snow,
pleij to the Chicago office.
The report just received states that gold and with which the old fellow apparently washed his
silver found in the sam ples run from $20 to $40 minerJ:J.l. From an analysis of the circumstances
generally, it is thought that the place from which
a ton.
the gold was taken was some old river bed where
the Peace once flowed, but whether the story is
WHERE TREES ARE MILKED.
,
In Britis h Guiana and the West Indies, par- correct or not remains to be proved.
Prospectors, however, are putting up good
ticularly on the banks of the River Demerara,
there grows a tree known to the natives as th e money to test the truth of the theory that the
"Hyahya," which yields from its bark and pith precious metal does exist somewhere to the north
a juice slightly richer and thicker than cow's of Clear Hills in large quantities.
FUNERAL PYRE, BURNS SELF
TO DEATHMaking a funeral pyre of a kerosene soaked
brush pile, Henry Papper, a seventy-year-old
farm er, after saturating his clothing with oil,
crawled into tpe pile and, lighting it, burned himself to death at his home at West ·Oshtemo, near
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 25.
His body was found ten minutes later by his
aged wife, who saw the smoke an d believed the
barn was afire. Papper had been despondent
becaume of ill heath.
BUILDS
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THE NEWS ' IN SHORT ARTl-CLES
BIG COYOTE KILLED.
A mammoth coyote, which had been killing
sheep and goats in the upper Yaqui and Big Elk
districts, Oregon, was kill ed by Marion Hunt of
Ed<iyville recently. The coyote was started on
the old Castle place, near Elk City, and after
circling several times in the territory, and crossing Little Elk River time after time in an attempt to evade th e dogs, was cornered. Some of
the best dogs in the country were in the chase.
WOMAN KILLED SNAKES .
When Mrs. Harry T. Smith of Crawford
Township , Pa., was looking after a hen that had
been hatching some eggs and wondering why
"biddy" did not go back to her nest, she di scovered the nest was occup ied by blacksnakes.
One of the sna ke s r eared its head and Mrs.
Smith killed it. with a piece of boa rd. When she
saw another coiled over the eggs she killed that
also. One mea sured sixty-one inches and the
• other fifty-five.
FINDS AMUND SEN'S SHIP.
Captain Roald Amundse n's exploring schooner
Maud has been found in the Arctic Ocea n by the
coast guard cutter Bear and is now safe at Whalen, Siberia. The Coast Guard Se rvice wa s advised of this on July 11 by radio from the Bear.
The message said that a s soon a s the weather
moderated the Maud would be towed to Nome,
Alaska.
The Bear was di spatehed from Nome some
time ago to search for the Maud, which Captain
Amundse n reported on hi s arrival at the Alaskan
port was s tucl~ in the ice off the Siberian coast.
So far a s was reported the Maud was undamaged.
GENERA L PERSHIN G CHIEF OF STAFF.
General Pershing took over the office of Chief
uf Staff on July 1, without ceremony , and Major
Gen. J. G. Harbord also took up his duties as
E xecutive A ssi stant. Among early callers to pay
r espectc; were Major Gen. John A. Lejeune, U.
S. M. C., and members of his staff at Marine

Corps Headquar te1;s. One of General Harbord's
earliest acts was to make inquiry of the Quartermaster General as to the supply of Sam Bronwe
belts available for issue,, which would indicate
that an order authorizi ng the belt will probably
Another uniform change
be issued shortly.
looked for in the near future is a change in the
uniform coat ·by the adoption of the roll collar;
although should this cha nge be adopted the present coat would be authorize d for wear for some
time to come.
12-TON CHEESE FOR . N. Y. STATE FAIR.
Commissione1· of Agricultu re George E. Hogue
an.nounce d July 9 that the largest single cheese
ever manufact ured w1ll be made at Lowville for
exhibition at th e New York State Fair, Sept.
12-17, at Syracuse. The cheese will weigh twelve
tons and will require 150,000 pounds of milk the
milk from 7,500 cows for one day, for its i'nanufacture. The cheese is being made under the
supervisio n of H. A. Rees, cheese expert of the
Divi sion of Agricultu re.
Four barrels of salt are required for this
cheese, and the cheese bandage alone will cost
$100. The cheese has to be turned, to be prop- .
ery cured, every th ree days. For this purpose
a. heavy ~ra~ewor~ has been ere~ted in a special bmld.mg m which the che~se 1s being made,
and a wmdlass arrangem ent 1s provided to accomplish this. The milk which is supplied comes
from a territory within a radius of twenty miles
from Lowville; and is supplied by membel'S of
the Dairymen 's League who are co-operat ing in
carrying out plans for the cheese display.
Commissi oner Berne A. Pyrke, newly appointed Commissi oner of Farms and Markets
and many other State officials were expected t~
go to Lowville July 12, to be present when the
giant cheese is "poured." Lieut. Gov. Jeremiah
G. Wood will speak.
The cheese will be transport ed from Lowville
to the State Fair grounds at Syracuse a day or
two prior to the opening of the State Fair and
will be cut on Syracuse Da y by Gov. Nathan L.
Miller.
Mrs. Susie Scott of
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Signal Gnn; or, Rou s ing the P('ople.
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at tbe GrPat Fire; or, Exci ting · Tim es la Old
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and th e T o r y Ranclit; or, Th e E scape o( the
1058
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on '£tme: or, TI id in~ to tl1P RPsrue.
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l,~ nl~ c Gnill e : o r . A Nnrrow E Rcnp p fr r1m Df!f('ttf.
1060
\ Tp North ; or, \Vith Arnnld on L J-H::: c. C hnrnplntn .
1061
F ool! ng Howe; o r. Th e Twi u B(ly Rpif'S ot the
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Rr onx .
1063 " Da s hing Cbttrge ; or, '!'h f' Littl e rnt riot or
WhitP Mnrsh .
1064 " in l{ Pntu c k y; o r . Afte r th e I: e d s kin s oncl Renegades.
1065 " and Old Moll ; or . Th<' Witc h or Red Hook
Point.
1066 .. Secret Cave; o r . Hiding Fro m Tryon.
ntHI Th P JallN ; or. Di11:g ini;t Ont o r Cnpti..-lty .
1067
Trumpet Bla st: o r , Tlw Hnt!I P Cry o f Fre Pdom.
1068
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For sale by oil new_..dealerK, or will bt' sent to lUiy atJ.
dress on re~ipt of price, 'Jc. per copy. ln money or Pol·

tage stainps, by
F 'RANK TOUSEY. Pnb., 168 W . 23d St ., N. l'.

SCENARIOS
Price

;

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Ro Cent. Per Co1>y

Thta book c ontain s all the mos t r~rent c bangee In the
method of c onstru c tion and s ubmi s sion ot sc enarios.
81xty L e ssons, covering every phase of s ceuarlo writing. For sa le by ell Newsd e alers and Bookstor es.
It you 'cannot procure u c opy, eend us the price,
111 cents. In money or postage stamps, and we will
· Jltail _,,o u oue, postage free . .Address
·L. lll!:NA.RJ!:NI'!, 219 8eventh -' 9ve., New Yerk. N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND

BOOKS

Useful, lnstructhe, \ oo Amusing. They Contai11
Valuable h1formatio11 on Almost Every Subject

Ko. 66.-HOW '10 BECOME AN ENG I NEF.R.-Cou tuiniug lull in ;-; truct~ons how tv ~ ecom e A Jocomofive

euglut:>er; ah.;;o d~r e<.: tions for hulldrng a mode l locomo -

tive; toget ber w1tb a full d e scripl Ion of ever.v tbing an
c nglnt•er s h ould know.
No. 58. HOW TO B E A DJi: TECTl\' E.-By Olcl King
Brady, th e well -known d e t ..c tn e . 111 which b e Jays down
s om r ,-at11al.lle ru le • for ue,g1nners,. and n.tso relates so mC>
advpntures o r , wcll - k11ow11 d etectives.
r; 0 . 60. HOW TO -B EGOAIE A PHOTOGRAPHER.Co ntainiu g u seful information regarding the ca m e r8.
and how to work it: al "o how to mak e Photographic
1\l ag ic Lant e rn 8l ilks aud ot ller '.l' rnus parc ncies. Huud s om e l \' i1t11 s trHte d .
No . . 64. HOW '1'0 MAKE KLECTR I CAL ~IAC HIN ~;s.
- l \1 11 1n1uinj! full 11irec t iuu s for makiug elec trical lllU ·
·:hiB P!:<, innu c ti o u c uil~: d y n:uuus aud m a ny uovel toy s
to ue worke d l.ly elcc tn c 1t,r. By B . A. It . lle nne tt. 1'' nllv
.ilu s l ruted .
No. 65. MULIJOON'S JOKES .-The .m os t o rlginu l joke
-book c vn pullil s lu•d, and . it Is l1r11uful of wit and
bnmor. It contain s a large colleetjuu of s ougs, jok~s.
C011UllllrUlllS, e tc., o f rl 'erre uce J.\luld oo n, the great Wit,
humor i" t nnd pruc· rie u l j oker or tb e da~'.
HOW 'l' O ()0 P(;ZZL1'1>.- Contallling O>er
No . 66.
lhree hundred iut c r eS tlllg t.>U ZZ lc :s :..ltH..1 t OllUlllll' tlutis, With
l<e y to " ume . A compl e t e uoo k. F ully illus I ruted.
N9 67 .-HOW TO ()0 EL.ECTRICAJ, 'l'R I CKs .~con
tnining a la1·g.e coilectiou of in s tru c tive and highly
umu s iug e le c tr1c ul tri c k s , toge th e r with illu s trations.
lly A. And e rson .
J>o 68. HOW TO DO CHEllI CAL '.fRICKS.-Contniui;1g ov e r on e hu11d~·ed Uiglily a1uusing a ud instrucHandlly A. A1H..l e rson.
tive tri cks witll che uucnls.
•ow e ly illu s trat ed.
No. 611. HOW 'l'O DO S I, E I G H '.l'-01'-HAND.-Cnul u ln ·
Ing oYe r litty of tllc . lates t and ll<'~t tric ks U•e d uy
Als o cout:.HUlllg tb t! :secJ e L of sccouU-slgllt
1uagician.s .
1• u11 y illustrated.
No . 7U. HOW TO . MAKE llAlil<( , 'I' Ol' S.-Couta iniug
full dir l'c liou s f o r mak111g i\Jag1c l u ys and devi ces or
111uu y kind s. Fully iliu s t rutcd .
No. 71. HO\V TO IJO ~rn C HA:-IICAL TR I CKS.-Contaiuiug complete iu ~:a 1: u c tlo1.i s. I u r p e rforming over sbay
hl cdrnu ical '! ' ricks. l • uJi.r 1ltustratet.l.
No , 72. HOW TO DO S IX '.l'l TUiCJJiS WITH CARD S,.
- E1ubrudu g all o! the lute st a11cl mo;t d ec e ptive curd

tri c k s. wilh illU Sl l' litiOUS.

No. 74 .

HOW TO WRI TE LETTEHS CORRECTL l '.

- Co11t uiuing Cull iustr uctio n s for writing lette rs on al-

rno :::; t any .s uUj t•c t; ulso rul e s i'or puu c tuution un1l co m ·
vo s it iou , witll s pecJm eu lL· tter.s.
Xo . 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES Bl' THE HAND
-Co ut n iuing rule s fo r te lling fortnu es by tb e a lt! or
lin es of th e hallll or tbP secret of pulmi s try . Also tbe
s ec ret o f telling- f uture evc1Jt s !Jy aiJ or wole s, murks.
s c.:u r s . e tc . I llu s tratcd.
HOW '1'0 no l ' OR'l'Y 'l'RICKS \VITJI
N... 77.
( 'AICIJi'>.-<.' 0 11t11i11111g d ece tJLiv e Curd Tricks u s performed
Arranged for
Uy lPatliug c onjurl• rs U JH.l wngic inu s.
h o m e 11111u sc lllc ut. Full y Illu s tra t ed.

No. so. GUS WILLI/UIS' JOKE· UOOli.-Containln"
th e lu tcs t j ok es. an ecdot es nnd iunu y ~ t o ri <' s o t' tbl~
:-\ix ty - fo 11r p ug es;
worltl -re 11o w n ed G e rnrnu co m ~d~ n u .
l 11.111d so m t~ c.: ol ore tl co ve r , eo nt n1n1ng a half-ton e pb o to of
th e autll o r.
No. 82. HO\V TO IJO PALlJISTRY .- Con t nin ing tbe
111 ost upprove<.l m ethod s of reudlng t he Jin C's o n the
lnllHl , t ogethe r with n full <' Xplnnuti o u of I h e ir m eunlni;.
Also c xpl 1inl11g phre n ology, und th t• k ey fo r t i> illn g c haracte r l.l v th e bu'!1ps o n th e h t•ud. _ B y L e o Hugo K oc h ,
A . C. l:). Fnll ~· illu str ated .
No-, 83 . HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.- Contnlnlng vnluahle
n n cl 111 s tr11ct1ve tnfo,n n a ti on r ega rding th e s c ie nce or
hypnotism . Also exp1al11ing th e mos t approved metbods
whic h ure e mploy ed by th e le adin g byp11'>t! s t s of the
world . B y L e o Hugo Koc h , A . C. S .
F·or s ale by all ne wsde ale r s or will be sent to any
addres s on r ec!Spt of price , 10 cents per copy, In money
or postage s tamps , by

FRANK TOUSEY, Peblisher,
New
l

168 W ~st 23d Street'
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TWO HOUR S WOR

ARREN BTGELOW, the F inger P rint Detective, was
makmg h is usual review in the morning newspapers.
He had just finished reading the press reports of the
daring robbery of the offices of t he T - 0- Company
w hen the telephone on his desk rang. Cen tral Officewascallin g,
askin g him to come immediately to the sc<;ne of the robbery.
Although he d rove his h igh powered roadster rapidly and
arrived very shortly at his destination, he had plenty of time
to consider t he main features of the case a• reported by the
press. The job had undoubtedly been done by skilled cracksmen and robbers of uncommon nerve. Sixty-five hundred
d ollars in currency-the company pay-roll-were gone. Not
a single, apparent clew had been found by the police.

W

Finger Print Expert Solves Mystery
On his arrival, Bigelow was greeted by Nick Austin, Chief
of Detectives, who had gone over the ground thoroughly.
"Hello, Warren. Here's a job
that has 11s slumped. I hope you
can unravel it for us."
By this time, the district officers and the operatives from
Central Office had almost given
up the investigation. After hours
of fruitless efforts, their work
was at a standstill. They were
completely baffled .
With lively interest and a feeling of relief they stepped back
to await the results of the Finger Print Detective's findings.
They were plainly awed at his quiet, assured manner. The
adroit old Chief !:imself was manifestly impressed at the
quick, sure way in which Bigelow made his investigation.
A lmost immediately Bigelow turned his !ttention to a heavy
table which had been tipped up on its side. Examination of
the glossy mahogany showed an excellent set of finger prints.
The thief might just as well have left his calling card.
To m:;ke a long ~tory short his p rints were p hotographed
and taken to Central Office, w here they were matched with
th ose of "Big J oe" Mora n, a safe blower well kn own to the
police. Moran was subsequently caught and convicted on
Bigelow's testimony and finger-print proof. Most of the
money was recovered. In the meantime the T- 0 Company
had offered a $500.00 rewarc1, which was given to Bigelowb is pay for two hou rs' w01·k .

Lea rn At H ome in Spare Time
Could you imagine more fascinating work than this? Often
life and death depend upon decisions of finger-print evidence
-and big rewards go to the Expert. Thousands of
trained men are now neetled in this great field. The fin ger
print work of governments, corporations, police departments, det..,ctive agencies and individuals h as created a
new profession. Many experts regularly earn from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year in this fascinating game. And n ow you can
easily learn the secrets of this new Science in your spare
time - at home. Any man with common school education
and average ability can become a Finger Print Detective in
a surprisingly short time.

Free Course in Secret Service

For a limited time we are making a special offer of a
Professional Finger P rint O u t fit. a bsplutely Free, and Free
Course in Secret Service lntelli·
genco. Mastery of these two
kindred p rofessions will open a
brilliant career for you.
Write quickly for fully illustrated free book on Finger Prints
which explains this wonderful
training in dtta i1. Don't wait un ·
til this offer has expired - mail
the coupon now. You m ay never
see this ann ouncement again! You assume no obligationyou have everythin g to gain and nothing to lose. Address

Whg don1You he a
RngerPrint&,,erl?

•

UNIVERSITY . OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Dep t . C109, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue,

Chicago, IUinoil

r·~~-;;;~~~;;:;~;;~~~~~;~~~~=~~;:·;~·~;;;:;~:~;::~::

:-.

Gen tJemen: Without any oblfgation whatever eeod me your
new, fally iJJustratedftFREE book on FinJer Printll and your offer
cre t Service I ntelligen ce and the Free Proof n FREE course in
fessiona l Finger Prin Outfit .

Nam e. •..•... •• •••• •••• ••• •.• ••••••• ••••.:· ·· · ··· ·•• ••••• •••••• ••• ••••••
Addrua . . ... . •.......•. .. •••• • • ••• • •• • •· · ···· · ···· · · · ······ · · ·· ··· ·· · •

S P rtstrit Occupation. .•• •• ••••••••••••.•••. . •• . ••..•.•••••

Aae ...... •• ••

BE

AN

ELECT RICAL
EXPER T

young Men!

The country needs m ore trai ned Elect rical
Exper ts. There is such an unusual demand
fo r competent E lectrical men that I am making a wonderful offer at
thi s time. Here Is Your Opportunity! I want to send you my
·: ~ - splendid offer no~

- e. of age or experience. The re is a wonder fu l o pporDon·t hesitate l5
qualify as trained electricians. Prepare yourself
tunity now for men' 'w · o
for a r eal pos itio n by my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. I am
Chief E ngineer of the Chicago E ngineering Works. I have trained thousands
We also have large
of m en an d can help you bett er tha n a ny body el se.
splendidly equipped shops where you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspondence school can give you this.

will

SPECIAL OFFER: Right now I am g iving a big valuable surp rise,

th at I cannot explain here, to every student who answers t his ad.
Write today !

$60 to $200.oo a Week
Go after some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of splendid
posit ions open. All you n eed to s tart is. a few months' snappy, practical instruction from a com petent eng ineer. Come to me-NOW. I 'll give you my
p ersonal car e to ensure r ap id and effi cient progress. My course is intensely
practi cal. It is highly co ndensed, simpli fie d, up-to-date and complete. I am
so sure you w ill m ake a s plendid s uc cess in this s tudy, that I wi ll Guarantee
U nder Bond to return to you every cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely
satisfied that it is the bes t investment you ever made.

Free-Lesson s and Outfit-Free

. -- - .. - --------------- .
. Use tbl~ .. FREE OUTFIT" Coupon

CHIEF ENG. COOKE, Dept. 208
1918 Sunnyside Ave .., Chicago, Ill.
SIR: Send at once- fully prepaid and ent irely free-complete particufars of your
great offer for this month.

Name . . ... . . . ... ........ . ...... .. ... . . . .
Address ... . . . .................... . .... . .

.. ..... .. ..... ··· ·· ··· ···· ····· ·· .... .
, ;

I

Send me the Free Outfit Coupon a t o nce. Do it Now! For
a limited period I am maki ng a slash ing cut in the cost of t uition,
and giving each new student a gr and outfit of E lectrical Tools,
Material and Instruments-in addition-Absolutely Free. I will
also send you-free and fully prepaid-Proof Lessons to show
you how easily you can be trained at home to enter this great
profession, by m eans of my new, revised and o riginal system
of m ail instruction.

ACT PROMPTLY
Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send t h e Coupon or
a postal for free information without delay. Do it Now-before
my free offers and guarantee are withdr awn.

Cblel Engineer Cooke

Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 208
1918 SUNNYSIDE A VENU.§;

•

CHICAGd, ILL.

